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Alternate Intercuspation.



SUh4M.qRY

Accordj-ng to generally accepted concepts of tooth occlusion, the

upper and lower Èeeth meet in maximum intercuspation when the jaw is

closed inÈo a position that is variously termed tooth position'

Í-ntercuspal posiÈion or centric occlusion. However, it has been

reported that some ethnic grouPs' particularly pre-contemporary,

display dispariÈies in the bread+-hs of upper and lolver dental arches

that prevent the Èeeth from occluding bilaterall7 in the well-known

cusp to fossa and cusp to ridge relationships. This character, which

is termed alternate intercuspation in this study, has not previously

been guantified alÈhough ii has been descrjJced in general terms by

several previous authors.

The ¡nain objective of the investigation was to deterinine

whether a statisticaily significant difference exists beÈween

homologous naxillary and manclit¡ular dental arch breadths within and

between Caucasoid and Ãboriginal grorlps, and, hence, rvhether alternate

intercuspaÈíon is a measurable character.

The results indicate that arch breadths display significant

inter-racial variability and sexual dimorphism within each racial

group. The differences bet',,¡een homologous upper and lower dental

arch breadths were ¡rpst marked in the premolar regions of the

Aboriginal" male sarple, and it is suggested that alternate

íntercuspation is a particular feature of the dental occlusion of

this group.
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This preliminary investigation has estab-tished that alternate

intercuspation is a measurable character. Horârever, the selection

of different descriptive pararieters ¡nay facilitate the

characterization of this condition. Future studies based on analysis

of arch shape are planned, and investigations will include comparison

of arch shape between related individuals, shape changes with age'

and taxonometric comparisons of dental arch shapes.
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l4odern concepts of functional occlusion are based on Èhe contact

rel-ations between the maxillary and mandibular teeth. It is generally

believed thaÈ maximum interdigitation of the teeth occurs simu-ltaneously

on each side of Èhe dental arches in a position variously described as

"toOth poSitiont', "Íntercuspal pOSition", or t'centric occlusion" (see

Figure 1).

However, it has been known for over fifty years that a different

form of dental occlusion is freguently observed in some ethni-c groups.

For example, Barrett (1953) described a conditicn in many Australian

Aboriginals in which maximum interdigitation occurred independently on

the right and left sides of the dental arches (see Figure 2). Initially

he termed this "X-occ1usion", but subsequently referred to the condition

as "alternate íntercuspation" (1958) . Beyron (19611) refe:r::ed to Èhis

dental arch relationship as "incongruent intercuspation". The tern

"alternate intercuspation" wilt be used in this report because it aptly

describes the type of independent occlusion which c¿ìn occur on either

side of tt¡e denÈal arch but not on bo*-h sides together. Furthermore'

the adjective "alternate" draws attention to this relationship as an

alternative to the usual concept of "normaI" oqclusion, whereas the

Beyron usage of "incongruent" infers a departure from normality- There

ís no ooubt that altsernate intercuspation can be regarded as a noxnal

variation of occlusal relationships within the groups that display this

condition.
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Figure 1. Dental casts of an Aboriginal subject
demonstrating bilateral intercuspation
according to general concePts of
centric occlusion.
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left occlusion

right occlusion

Dental casts of an Aboriginal subject
demonstrating alternate intercuspation

Figure 2.
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Àlternate intercuspation has been noted in various ethnlc grou-os,

but there is littte informaÈion on iis frecr.u€IlcJr developmental paitern

or fur¡ctional correlates (Beyron L9641 - Barrett (1958) reported thaÈ

when the teeth first attain their posi+-ions in the dental arches, the

cusp and sulci interlock. !{ith occlusal wear this situation c?tanges -uo

one in which the worn buccal cusps of the lower nolars occlude with the

worn lingual cusps of upper nplars. One opinion is that alternate

íntercuspation d.e.¡el-ops fttnctionatly as a consequence of prolcnged

naxillary growth at the palatal sutr:rer which, in conjunction with

narked occlusai tooth ai:trition, brings about a discrepancy in the

relative widths of the upper and lower jaws (Hunt 1959). Other author:s

(campbeil Lg46, Poole 1976) have suggested that the main f'¡nction of

cusps is in guiding 
"he 

erupting teeth inio appropriate positions;

however tire relation beÈween attrítional wear on occlusal surfaces and

palatal growth remains unclear-

Many investigators, have measured the dental arches, and described

guantiiative changes in arch size and shape. However' a multiplicit'y

of reference poinÈs has been used and no standard Í''ethods for clescribing

the shape of denial arches or for measurj-ng arch breadth, depth or

perimeter have been universalty accepted"

In contrast to these metric studies, the conditÍon termed "alternate

intercuspation" has merely been noted in particul-ar ethnic groups'

However, nei-.her the prevalence nor the variability of the condition has

been reported. Further, this fcrm of occlusion has not been quantiiali'v-ely

described for an1, group, and no standards for defining Èhe condition have

been devised. The a¡rtero-posterior rel-ation of the upper and lower jalrs
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in the sagittal plane has been classified by Angle into severa'l classes.

Although this relationship is a coniinuous v-ariable, the division into

discrete categories has been useful clinically. Acker¡nann and Proffit

(1969) suggested a more comprehensive classification of mal-occlusions

which embraced sagittal, transverse and vertical relationships of the

dental arches. But neither this classification, nor that descriJced by

Björk, Krebs and solow (L964) has been universally accepted for the

medio-lateral relationships of the jaws in the coronal plane. This may

be because clinicians in Western countries see less variation in this

relationship (Moorrees I.95?a, Brown 1973). Ît was not considered

appropriate to apply either of these classifications to this study of

dental arch relationships. Until more is known of alternate

intercuspation, its aetiologl' and ethnic variability' it is not clear

whether metric or non-metric standards are the most appropriate for it-c

description.

Ttris investiEation is concerned with sonße aspects of "alternate

intercuspation". In particular, the aims are:

1. to examine relative arch breadths and occlusal relations in young

adult Caucasoids and Aboriginals;

2. to determine whether a statistically significant difference exisÈs

between maxillary and mandibular arch breadths within and betweeir

groups and hence, whether t'alternate intercuspation" is a

neasurable characteri

3. to determine the frequency of "alternate intercuspation" in a

¡npulation of young adult Aboriginals;
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4. to evaluate parameters which might describe the presence of

" alternate inr-ercusPationt' -

This research is viewed as a preliminary e:çloratíon of alternate

intercuspation to detennine the observational parameters that night be

best suited for more intensive study ín the future'
j
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CHAPTER. II LITERATURE REVIE1V

IN\¡ESTIGATIONS OF DENTAL ARCH BREADTHS

One of the earliest investigaÈions of growth changes in the

transverse dimensions of dental arches was carried out by Zsigmondy

(1890). He studied 3 subjecÈs during their growth from 6 to 17 years,

and for¡r¡d a¡r increase in Èhe transverse width amounting to I-3 nr¡n.

Pont (f9O9) investigated the relation between the pooled widths of

ttre four incisors (XI) r and the transverse arch size (T) in instances

of normal occlusion. He established an index for this relation

-XIx100(r),andproriucedatab1eofexpectedhalf-widthsforthe

guidance of orthodontists. Harth (1930) r¡rodified the index figir:res of

Pont, and confirmed the numerical values for practical purposes.

Greve (1933) rnade a critical analysis <¡f the value of Pontrs index by

exarnining I02 normal indiv:-duals aged betv¡een 10 and 30 years. He ï¡as

able to dernonstrate only a weak statistical correlation between the

combined widths of the incisors and dental- arch breadth.

Canpbell (1925) described various features of the dentition and

palaÈe of Australian Aboriginals from an investigation of 630 crania.

He for:¡rd that, on a'rerage, dental arch breadth dimensions j-ncreased v¡ith

age, whereas, in contrast, dental arch depttrs decreased. He noted the

frequent occurrence of an edge-to-edge incisor relatj-on in adult-s, and

suggested thaÈ the change from a juvenile incisor relationship

characterized by o'¡erbite and overjet, was associated with tooth
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attritj-on and accompanied by changes in the relati'¡e positions of the

anterior teeth in the maxillary and manCibular dental arches.

fzard (L927) suggested that the relation between the breadth of

the nraxillary dental arch and the width of the face v¡as constant' as

was the relation between arch depth and face height.

Chapman (1935) studied changes in the dental arches of eight

children from birth to adulthood using serial casts. He observed that

there was no increase in dental arch breadth between the ages of 2 and

5 years, but thereafter, until age L2, there was an íncrease,

particularly in the maxil-lary arch.

Goldstein and Stanton (1935) examined 547 sets of dental casts

obtai¡red from 300 American children aged between I and 11 years. Some

strbjects were stud.ied longitudinally. These authors reported that

generally the dental arch breadth increased between the ages of 3 and

9 years. Attention was drawn to the increase in intercanine breadth

related, to the erupÈion of the permanent incisors" the ebsolute

increase in interrnolar breadth was greater in r-he mandible than irr l--he

maxíIla, as vJas the rate of increase. Boys exhibited larger arch

breadths at all ages with grreater fluctuation in the rate of increase,

whereas in gir1s, the arch breadths increased steadily fxom 2 Eo 9

years, and at' a faster rate. These authors expressed dental arch forrn

as an index of arch breadth over arch depth. This index was used to

classify arch form into three subdivisions: dolichuranic or narro\ir

arch, mesuranic or medium arch, and brachuranic or broad arch.

Allowance was made for merging between subdivisicns.
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Seipel (1946) examined positional variaÈions of the teeth of

Swedish children and young adults. The sample, consisting of about

equal nunbers of maies and females htas divided into groups aged

4 years, 13 years, and 2J- years. Intra-oral measurements were obtained

directly from each subject. Seipel concluded that between ages 4 and

13 years, the dental arch breadth, measured between the first maxillary

premolars, increased slightly more in males than females.

MacConaill and Scher (19491 studied the denÈal arch form of

25 males anC females using dental casts. Dental arch breadths were

reasured, and mean values of arch breaclths between corresponding

occlusal points were calculated. These authors suggesÈed thaÈ the

ideal human denial arch form would conform to the catenary curve. This

hypoÈhesis is supported.by the histological investigations by gurdi

and Lillie (1966) and Burdi (1968). After exanining serial sections

obtained from human embryos aged 6.5 to 12 weeks in uteto, these

authors concluded that t-he dental laninae conformed to a catenary

curver characteristic of -uhe human post-nataI dental arch, very early

in embryogenesis.

Bat¡ne (1950) reported the findings of a longitudinal study of

developmental cha¡tges in dental arches during the period of the

deciduous dentition, the eruption of the Permanent first molars,

and the replacenent of the <leciCucus teeth by their successors.

Measurenrents were made from dental casts. lltre arch depth and breadth

appeared to remain constant from age four years to the time of eruption

of tt¡e permanent molars. Baume also reported that the mean increase

in intercaníne breadth was greater in the maxillary arch than in the
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mandibular, anrJ that a greâter increase was found in arches which did

not exhibit spacing between the deciduous teeth'

Woods(1950)investigatedgrowthchangesusingaseriesoflateral

and frontal cephalometric radiographs obÈained from 14 males and 14

females. Íhe exarnination intervals were half-yearly from age 3 to 5

years, and yearly thereafter to the age of 15 years. He found that Èhe

maxillary intercanine breadth increased with age although a decrease

was noted between the ages of 7 and 12 years. The mandibular

intercanine breadth remained the sane from ages 3 to 15 years, apart

from a decrease between 6 and 11 years. The maxillary inÈerrplar

breadth increased until these teeth came into occlusion, when the raÈe

of increase dirniníshed. The mandibular intermolar bread*-h decreased

gradually until Èhe molars were in occlusion. The bread".h then

increased or decreased at a constant rate which varied with the

individual. The dental arches of females were observed to be smaller

than those of males in all climensions.

Björk (1953) examined cephalometric radiographs of 243 Swedish

males at the age of 12 years, and again at 20 years. The overjet

graduatly decreased during this period, although pronounced individual

variations were noted. fhis decrease was attributed to a tendency for

for:urard dispJ-acement of the mandibular incisors in relation to their

maxillary opponents. The overbite also diminished with advancing age'

Björk (1955) subsequently reported the associaÈion between bite

developmerrt, dentai arch shape, anC booy build in the same group of

2O year old Swedish males. skeletal sturdiness was found to be

associated with clental arches which were l-arge in aII dimensions, with
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large teeth, broad na:<illary arches compared v¡ith mandibul-ar arches, a

tendency to scissors bit'e (buccal occlusion), and with early eruptíon

of the permanent teeth. Slender skeletal construction appeared to be.

associated with a tendency to cross-bite (lingual occlusion), where

the maxillary arch \^ras narrower than the mandibular arch. No

correlation was found between skeletal factors and the degree of

spacing or crowdi:rg of the teeth and no significanE relation was found

between dental arch shape and a "muscl-e factor". It is interesting that

Björk referred to disparities in upper and lcwer dental arch breadths in

relatlon to body-build. Ilowever, this observation vras not specifically

!-inked with the occurrence of alternate intercuspation as defined in

this study.

Björk's work tends to support. Lindegård's thesis (1953) that

individual body build could be descrjJced in terms of four variables -

length, sturdiness, muscie, and fat factors. The amount of

endochondra,lly formed bone (i.e, the long-bone lengÈh, the length

factor) and the anrc'r¡nt of appositionalJ-y formed bone (i.e. the

sturdiness facEor) were analysed by Lindegård for any correlations

with tJ:e structure of the skull. An individual with a large J-ength

factor and an averagte sized sturdiness factor was characterized by lcng

extremities, flaEtened cranial base form, high upper face and long

mandible, whereas, in contrast, an individual with a large sturdiness

factor, but average sized length factor displayed long hands and long

feet, large brain case, large cranial base length and large face

length.
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Meredith and Cox (1954) measured r:lental casts obtained froln a group

of 9 year old "white chi f ,ilren" , 44 bays and 50 9ir1s, in order to

investigate sex differences in intermoiar breadths. It was found that

the average dental arch breadth was greater in boys than girls, and that

the dental arch breadth of the maxi.lla was greaÈer than that of Èhe

ma¡rCible.

I'toorrees, Gr$n, Lebret, Yen and Fröhlich (1969) in'.'estigated the

relationship between dental development anC arch growth. Seria1 dental

casts of 50 boys and a,4 gírls were examined by the authors who concluded

that arch breadth did not alter materially between the ages of 4 and 6

years. Ho\Àrever, nrarked increases in breadth associated wiÈh the

emergence of the pennanent incisors and canines were noted, particulariy

in the maxilla.

LaveIIe and Foster (1969) undertook a cross-sectional s-Ludy of age

changes in human dental arches. They exarnined 1C20 sets of dental casts

cbtained from 30 British boys and 30 British girls, aged 4 to 20 years.

Age changes in dental arch breadth were found to t¡e greater in boys than

in girls.

Björk and HeIm (1969) discussed the prevalence of malocclusion in

particular ethnic groups. Of the anomalies in transverse dental arch

relationships, cross-bite vlas co¡wnon amongst the Chinese and Danes,

1l per cent and 9 per cent respectiveJ-y, and scissors-bite in the

chinese and Japanese, 9 per cent and 12 per cent respectively. These

authors found that 7 per cent of Aboriginals had a cross-bite and

2 per cent displayed a scissors-bite. Björk and Hehn defined these
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malocclusions in the terms suggested bir Björk, Krebs and Sol-ov¡ (ï964),

and as in¡ficaieci a-bove, neither this, nor any other classification of

transverse arch rei-ationships has been universally accepted. This lack

of uniformiËy in the description of malocclusions can lead to apparent

anomalies. For insta¡¡ce, a relatively low frequency of siccors-bite

was reported in Aboriginals, a group which has been shown to dísplay

al-ternaÈe intercuspation. !{hen it is recognised that scissors-bite

was defined by these authors as the jaw relationship which occurs when

the lingual cusp of the upper premolar or molar occludes buccally to

the buccal cusp of its mandibular opponent, it can be seen that this is

a maÌocclusion, whereas alternate intercuspation is a normal variation

of occlusal- morphology. Hence the classification scissors-Þite as

used by Björk and Hel-m (1969) differs from the concePt of alternate

intercuspation as described in this report.

Lavelle (L972) measured maxillary and mandibular dental arches

from British skulls dating from the Anglo-Saxon period, 10-I2th century,

15-17th century and I9-20+-h century. Using multivariate analysis, he

found varying patterns of contrast between sanples, depending on whj-ch

dimensions were considered, and he suggested that dental arch changes

occurred indeperrdently of jaw changes.

Heclsnan (1973) carried out a lorrgitudinal study of 82 chj-ldren

from birth Eo L2 years of age. His results confirmed those of

l4oorrees (1964) in that he found an increase in intercanine bread.th

related to the eruption of the permanent incisors, and a further

increase in b.¡:eadth a+- Èhe time of puberty. The intercanine breadEh

vtas greater in the maxilla than in the ¡nandible at all ages, and the

increases in breadth were more marked in boys than girls.
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Björk and skieller (1974) stu<li ed growth in the widt'h of the

maxilla by means of ir.etallic impiants and frontal radiographs' The

shape of distance and velocity curves representing transverse grol"h

in the median suture was similar to the shape of the curve representing

the growth in body height, both showing a distinct pubescent growth

maximum. Ttre individual time of growth completion in these suÈures

also coincided with cessation of general body growth. These authors

also reported that sutural separation of the maxilla was greater

posterioriy than anteriorly, an¿l concluded that the two rnaxillae

ro,Eate in the transverse plane in relation to each otlner.

Ingervall and Hedegård (1975) investigated malocclusion in 200

skolt Lapps aged from I to 16 years. These authors reported that

9 per cent of subjects exhibited a cross-bite in at least one segment

of their dental arches, and 8 per cent hac a scisscrs-bite in at

least one segment.

Kisling and Krebs (Lg76) in a cross-sectional study of L624 three

year old Danish chiidren, found that 214 had a cross-bite and 14 l¡arl

a scossors-bite.

Lavelle (1976a), comparing malocclusions in various racial

groups, reported sone interesting variations in the prevalence of

cross-bite between these groups. some 13.6 per cent of male British

caucasoids, 2c-4 per cent of femal.e British caueasoids, 15.O per cent

of Anglo-Saxon skulls, 4.3 per cent of mediaeval skul1s, 14.0 per cent

of Negroid skul-Is, and 12.0 per cent of Mongoloid skulls e:<Ìribited

this condition. The interesting feature of this work is the

comparaÈive i¡niformity of cross-bite prevalence amongst Èhe
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contemporary groups, contrasted with the infrequent observation of

this ccclusa] character in the mediaeval- skulls. Llnfortunately

attention was not drawn to the prevalence of atternate intercuspation

amongst these groups, nor was the incidence of scissors-bite

indicated.

In a further study in L976(b), Lavelle examined correlations

between dental arch breadth and body weight and stature. He measurecl

the inter-canine breadth as a parameter of dental arch size' and

found close correlations bet!ìIeen maxillary and mandibular arch

widths, and that these dimensions were more closely associated with

.body stature than body weight. Annua] increments of stature and

body weight, and maxillary and mandi-bular arch'breadth and stature

were significantly correlated, although in contrast' the annual

incremenÈs of maxiltary and, mandil¡ular arch width and body weight

were not sigmificantly correlated. Despite the restriciions irnposed

by the limited parameter used to describe the dental arches, this

study appears Èo be important in drawing attention to the significant

imptications which a more extraustive invest:-gation of correlations

between dental arches and body form night have.

Lavelie (Lg7|',) reported a¡other interesting invesÈiqaticr. in

which he measured the dental arches of various ethnic aroups of ho¡no

sapiens, modern apes and monkeys and several prehistoric groups,

including Neanderthal man, Australopithecus and horco erectus. Various

statistical techniques were used to compare arch size' arch Shape'

and areas enclosed by the various reference points. He concluded

thaÈ, despite some limitations imposed by ttre lack of homoiogous
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datu¡rr points in each primate sarnple, derrtal arch form may have

taxonomic significance.

There is considerable evidence available on the norphology and

growth changes of the dental arches. As already indicated, the lack

of a uniform classification makes Cirect comparison of the results

of various studies Cifficult. Furthermore, a multitude of reference

points have been used i¡r measuring dental arch breadths and this

fu:rther compounds the comparison of findings from different

investigations.

In general, previous studies indicate that dental arch breadt'hs

increase with age, and particular size increases are associated with

the eruption of the permanent incisors and canjses, and later with

pr.rberty. Dental arch size is associated with various factors reiated

to general bcdy build., although the age changes in Èhese relationships

have yet to be characterized. A number of studies have Crawn

attention to the prevalence of malocclusion ín various historic and

contemporary groups. Despite the limitations j-mposed by the non-uniform

reference points which have been used, it appears that the Èendency

for the mandible to be relatively narrower tha¡t Èhe rnaxilÌa is less

apparent in contemporary groups than it was in previous times.

Ttre age changes which occur in dental arch breadths are of

relatively small magmitude and Èhe errors involved in measuring the

arch breadths may be considerable depending upon whether internal

or exÈernal anthro¡iometric breadths; or inter-cusp or inter-fossae

odontometric breaCths, are measured. These two factors limit the

erçhasis which can be placeci on the finclings of such investigaÈions
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outside the relativel,y narrow frame of reference in each studlr. For

instance, the nraxilJ-ary dental arch breadths measured between the

buccal sr¡rfaces of the first permanent molars would be expected to

be relati.vely larger in a group dísplaying teeth which are broad

bucco-linguatly in proportion to the crown diameter. Comparisons of

these arch breadths with those of a group with teeth narrow in the

bucco-lingual direction must be carried out with some caution. Iqore

reliance on the interpretation of growth changes can be placed on

studies which use specific reference points such as metallic implants'

or studies which compare the arch breadths at different ages, provid.ed

that the same reliable reference points are used throughout the

investigation.

ATTERNATE INTEFCUSPAT]ON

"Alternate intercuspation" is a term used by Barrett (1958) to

describe a dental occiusion wherein maximum inÈerdigitation occurs

independently on the right and left sides. Barreit had drawn attention

Èo the condition previously (1953), when the term "X-occlusion" was

used.

One of the earliest references to this form of occlusion was made

bI'Ryder (f878) who termed the disparity in width between the upper

and lower dental arches of ruminants a:eisognathísm. Turner (1891),

reporting on some features of the dentatg atcades of Australian

Aboriginals, d.rew attention to a width disparity in -uhe molar regions

of the maxilJ-ar1z and mandi-bular den+-al arches. Although he did not

specify reference points, Turner reported that the mean disparity was
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5 mm, with sorne subjects having a naxillary breadth I m¡n greater than

that in the rnandible. These figures must be regard.ed with sc¡ne carrtion,

since the actual points of reference are not specified, and because the

wioth disparity may be modified by the attritional wear patterns of

some Aboriginal- dentítions (Murphy L964). Furthermore, the degree of

post-mortem distortion could well affect meÈric values. Nevertheless,

disparity of the order of 5-8 mm would seem to indicate basic

incongruence in the breadths of mandible and maxilla, and it may be

concluded that Turner was indeed. drawing attention to alternate

intercuspation in what is probably one of the first references to this

condition in a human PoPu1ation.

Campbell (f925) noted this condition in Australiarr Aboriginals

and subseguently questionecl lLhe significance of the concept of ceniric

occlusion in the functioning Aboriginal- dentition. He rejected static

concepts of occlusion and stated that tt¡e relationship between the

teeth and the jaws should be considered functionally'

As mentioned above, Barrett drew particular attention +-o alternate

i-ntercuspation when, in 1953, he presented an exhibit a-. the Thirteenth

Austratian Dentat Congress. This display consisÈed of dental cas+-s

obtained fron Aus+-ralian Aboriginals from Yuendumu who had ihis r¡r¡usual

condition. Begg (f965) reported that BarreÈt had found this condition

in about one third of living Australian Aboriginals examined'

In 1958 Barrett presented a more detaiLed discussicn in which he

reported that this arch width disparitlz, apparent in many subjects prior

to tl¡e eruption of the first pernErnent molars, usually Persisted in the

mixed dentiÈion, but the difference was often reduced somewhat when the
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pennanent incisors erupted. This was e>çlained in ter¡ns of the occlusaf

relations being re-established following the interiocking of cusps and

suici. The arch disparity again became appaïent '.vhen the cusps had been

reduced t'y attrition. Barrett was unable to conpietely explain these

changes in the dental arches, but suggested that independ.ence of growÈh

mechanisms, and inherited differences in timing of growth activity and

tooth eruption may be involved. He further postulated that the naturai

downward and oub¿ard growth of the maxilla may contribute Èo this

disparity, and that occlusal attrition which "unlocks" the occlusion,

may contribute to the differential growth. Barrett also drew attention

to possible compensatory mechanisÍls. Occl-usal lvear on the buccai cusps

of tt¡e lower Èeeth and the lingiual cusps of the uPper teeth may lteip to

maintain occlusal contact despite the disparity i.n arch breadths"

Moreover, the occlusal freedom arising from reduced cusp heights and

dfun-inished anterior overbite probably allows wider excursj-ons üuring

¡nastication. Ttre individual sr:bject would then not suffer any impaired'

riasticatory efficiency fron extensive attriÈion, although the

temporo-nandibular joints may be subject to stresses not experienced

irì a ttnormal" dentition.

Heithersay (1961) drew attention to a "curious lack" of a centric

occlusion in some Aboriginals examined by him at Haastts Bluff. The

severity of the condition varied' and the alternate intercuspation was

only noted in casts of adults. It was suggested that more material would

be required in order to determine the age at which the condition first

appeared.
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Brown and Reade (1963) indicated that occl-usal relationships

change throughout Iife, and mentioned that alÈernate intercuspation

\das a feature of Èhe dentition of a significant nuniber of Australian

Àboriginals. These auihors drew attention Èo the efficiency of this

form of occlusal morphology and considered that

there is no one notmaT ot ideaT attangetrent of the teeth

governed bg phgsical 7aws, but that the finaf test of a

phgsioTogical occlusion is the heaTthg function of the

entite nasticatotg sgstem.

DENTOFACIAJ, STUDIES OF AUSTRALIAN ABORIGTNALS

1. Yuendumu

llt¡e foilorving description of research based on material obtained a'u

yue¡rdurnu provides a reference frame for the present investigation' The

general theme of this ongoing research is concerned with dental and

craniofacial morphology and growth in Australian Aboriginals'

Yuendumu, a commonwealth Governmeirt settlement situated about

280 km north-west of Alice springs in the Northern Territcry of Austral-ia

was established ín L946 as a ration depot for Aboriginai- people who had

left their tribaj lands. sited on an Aboriginal reserve of 2500 km2, it

is controllecl by the welfare Branch of the Northern Territory

Administration. The location of the Reserve is shown on the map

(nigure 3).

The present population of about 1O0o consists mainly of people frorn

the vüailbri tribe, although some are from the Pintubi group. The
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traditic.nal nomadic existence was abandoned some years ago in far¡ou:r

of a se-utlenrent existence wirich provided a continuous supply of

European foods and other amenities. Although settlement conditions

have reduced the need, for customary hunting and food gathering, the

people are still tribally oriented, holding many tradi{--ional beliefs

and practising many of the customs of former days (Barrett and Brown

1e71) .

Yuendumu has been found particularly suitable for dental stuciies'

The settlement is relatively isolated geographically and although the

Aboriginals occasionally visit neighbouring areas, the population in

fairly static and seif-contaíned, and almost free of non-Aboriginal

admixture (Barrett 1965). Although birth dates have not been recorded

for all subjects enrolled in surveys, a system of classifying subjects

according to eruption status of the teeth has been used for some aspects

of the study. This is fully described in Appendix A. In the 1950s and

I960s when most of the material used in this study was obtained, the

people were at an early stage of transiÈion from a simple food gathering

and hunting existence to the adoption of a European h'ay of life' The

conditions at Yuendrunu have therefore provicied a unique opportunity for

dental in'¿esEigations of a group of people not yet greatl-y influenced by

European customs-

2. Field visits

visits to Yuendumu for observation of subjects enrolled in the stucly

were ¡nade each year from 196I to 1971 inclusive. Most of the visits were

for aboui three weeks. More Ii¡nj-ted observations including the

collection of dental casts had previously been carried out at Yuend'¿mu
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between 1951 and 1960. In ad.dition, the late Dr. M.J. Barrett spent

much of 1974 aE the settlernent, and aCded to the records previousllr

available.

Three t-¡pes of reeords have been collected: first, personal

records of the sr:bjects, including family data for genealogical

pgrposest secondly, records of field observations provicling dater for

analysis - measurements of height, weight and other somatoÍnetric

characters; observations of oral and dental conditions; and thir'Jly'

copy records of morphological features from which a wide range of data

can be derived on subsequent examination and measurenent irr Adelaide -

cephalometric and hand and wrist rad.iographs, photographs and dental

casts.

The ihirC tlzpe of record is particularly valuable because the

material has remained available for study by many investigators over a

number of years. These detailed studies would not have been possible

but for the foresight of the investigators who obtained these records

and data.

A nr:¡nber of investigations of this material have been reporteC in

the past tv¿o decades. Represen+-ative studies from a more extensive

biJcliography may be grouped in the following manner:

I General descriptive

campbell and Barrett (1953) and Barrett (1953, L965, 1968) have

described the living conditions at Yuendr¡nu a¡td have drav¡n

attention to the general features of the Aboriginal Centition.
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2 Dentition anC dental arches

Tooth occl.usion has been investigaÈed by Barrett (1958), Beltron

(1964)'Barrett(1969)rBro\^rn(1969),anddentalarchform

studies undertaken by Barrett, Brown and Macdonald (1965), Barre-Lt

and Brown (1968), Cheng (Lg72), Proffit and Barrett (1973) ' and

proffit, McGIone and Barrett (1975). Tooth síze studies have been

carried out by Barrett, Bro\^¡n and Luke (1963), BarÏeÈt, Brown ancl

l*facdonald(1963a),Kuusk(1973)andTor,trrsend(1976).

3 DeveloPment of the dentition

Toott¡ formation has been described by FanninE and Mocrrees (1969) '

and tooth emergence by Barrett (1957), Barrett, Brown and cellier

(Lg64l, Barrett and Brown (1966) and Jenner (L972\ '

4 Craniofacial morphology anC growth

Various features of craniofacial rorphology have been described

by Brown (1965, 1973), Barrett, Brown and Macdonald (1963b) '

Brown and Barrett (1964), Brown, Barrett and Darroch (1965a'b) '

Gresham, Brovtn arrd Barrett (1965) and Barrett' Brovm arlC McNuIty

(1968) .

5 Ge¡reral body growtlt and skeletal maturation

InvestigationsofgeneralbodygrowthhavebeenreportedbyBror'm

and Barrett (1971) , Grave (197I), Bror,rm, BarretÈ and Gralre (1971) '

Brown and Barrett (L972) and Schulze (1973) '
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6 Dental diseases and the preval-ence of malocclusion

Variousaspectsofdentald.iseaseshavebeen,Jescribedby

Barrett (1953, 1956), Cran (1955 , 1957, 1959, 1960) ' Björk

and Helm (l-969) , BarretÈ a¡d vgilliamson (L972',) and Rogers (i973) '
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MATERIALS ANID METHODS

STUDY SUB.fECTS AND MATERTAIS

Dental casts of Aboriginal and Caucasoid subjects were examined

in this investigation. The Aboriginal casts included represented all

young aduli individuals enrolled in the Yuendumu study. Young adult

status was determined as described below. Although a few of the

Aboriginal casts displayed malaligned or rotated teeth, no attempt

$las In¿ìde to exclude those since this night bias the sarnple. Casts

represeäting Caucasoios were obtained as part of an undergraduate

teaching exercise, and the only casts excluded from this randcm sample

of dental students were those rePresenting individuals who had

undergone orthodontic theraPY-

Dental casts of I58 Aboriginals, 8o maies and 73 femaies, and

57 caucasoids, 45 males anc 12 females, were included in ihe present

investigation. The Aboriginal casts were obtained as Cescril:eo by

Barrett, Brown and lvlacdonald (1963a) and the Caucasoicl casts prepared

by making irreversilcle hyCrocolloid impressions of the dental arches

of selected dental students and sr:bsequently casting these in dental

stone. The ages of the aboriginal males rangeC from 14 to 36 years

with a mean of 18.9 years, ç'hile the females' ages ranged from 13 to

40 years wir--h a mean of 19.3 years. on the other hand the ages of the

caucasoid niales ranged from 19 to 26 years with a mean of 20.7 years

and the fe:nales' ages ranged from 20 to 2t years with a mean age of

20.5 years.
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The following criteria were observed in the selection of the

Aboriginal subjects:

.1 pure Aboriginal ancestry so far as could be detenn-ined.

.2 young adult status as determined by the dental age category

defined by the eruption of at least one third rnolar (see

Appendix A).

caucasoid subjects satisfied similar criteria, namely:

. t Caucasoid ancestry.

.2 Dental age vras within the young adult category, that is,

eruption of at least one third molar.

.3 Had not undergone orthodontic Èherapy.

REFERENCE POINTS AI'{D VAR]ABLES

Measurements of arch breadths have been made in severaJ- ways.

Anthropologists have usually ascertainecl the greatest linear dimensions

of the dental arches, and are thus interested in overall arch size' On

the oÈher han<i, odontologists, particularly orthodontists have based

their measurenents on the assurnption thaÈ the points defining ì.j"Ie

maxittary arch breadth line correspond with those defining the

¡nandiJcular arch breadth line when Èhe upper and lower teeth are brought

together in centric occlusion. Thus Èhe measurements obtained by this

¡retlrod have some nreaning in relation to function as weII as ro4>holo9f '

whereas those obtained by the anthropometric methcd have li*-t1e

functional. significalce. Moorrees (1957b) employed au odonEometric

nethod of arch breadth measurement in measuring arch breadths of Aleuts
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and used reference points criginally introducecl by Korkhaus (I939),

namely the i¡rtersection of the main occlusal grooves of the upper first

ÍþIars, and the tip of the distobuccal cusp in lower first molars.

centric occlusion, or intercuspal position, in the caucasoid

dentition is usually accepted as the de¡rtal relationship in which

the upper and lower teeth attain maximum interdigitation. In this

particular relationship various cusps of the lower teeth occlude with

specific areas within 
"he 

fossae of the uPper teeth (Ramfjord and Ash

1e71) .

vÍith the exception of points on the upper and lower cerìtral

incisors, reference points which correspond to these positions of

cusp-fossa contact (Figure 4) in a Caucasoid centric occl-usion v¡ere

selected. Eleven maxillary reference points and eleven homologous

mandibular points \¡ùere selected-

The reference points used in the present investiga+-ion include

the odontometric rcference positions of the first molars employed

by Moorrees (1957b), and homologous positions on the other mclars,

prelnolars and canines, defined by f{heeler {L974). The ccntact' points

of the upper and lower cerìtral incisors were also used as reference

points ín order to obtain adclitional cornparative data on the anterior

segments of the clenÈal arches atthough tl:ese data are noÈ central to

the main theme of the investigation.

In order to compare homologous breadths in the naxilla and ¡nandil'ler,

it is necessary to seiect upper and ]o\.rer reference points which would

occlurfe according to generally accepted concepts of intercuspation' If
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Max 1

Max 3

Max 4

Max 5

Max 6

lrtax 7

Man 7

It{an 6

Man 5

Man 4
Man 3

Man I

Figure 4. Reference points.



intercuspal posiÈion as defined exists in a partict'-lar subject, the

discrepancy between hcmologous upper a¡d lorver den+-al arch breadths

would be zero. rn a poptrlation, even if individuar subjects displayed

some random variation from these expected contacts, the mean

discrepancywithinthepopulationshouldbezero.ontheotherhand,a

significant trend towards a discrepancy between homologous upper and

Iower arch breadths would indicate a trend for one arch to be broader

than the otr¡er. In this way alternate intercuspation can be described

metricallY.

A variety of points on the maxillary teeth occlud'e with particular

features of their mandiburar opponents (nigure 5). Ttre points which

were selecÈed were chosen because thel' could be readì Iy identified and

upper and lower poirrts r¿ere honrclogous '

lltre reference points selected v¡ere as follows (Fígure 4) :

MAXILLA

3.5

Upper second rplar - the centre of the centrai fossa;

specifically, the intersection of the main occltr-sal grooves'

Upper first molar - the centre of Èhe cent::a] fossai

specifically, the intersection of the main occlusal' grooves'

Uppersecondpremolar-thecentreofthemesio-occlr:salfossai

specifically, i*re intersection of the central occlusal grocve an

tlre accessory occlusal grooves in Èhe mesio-occlusal fossa'

Uppeï first premolar - Èhe centre of the mesio-occiusal foss¿i

specificallyrtheintersectionofÈhecentralocclusalgroove

arrd the accessory occlusal groorres ir, the rnesio-occlusal fossa'

Max 7

llax 6

lrlax 5

Max 4
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Figure 5. Variables measured
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Max 3 Upper canine - the centre of the mesio-lingual fossa.

Max I Mi point of contact between t-he upper central incisors.

I'ÍANDIBLE

Ma¡¡ 7 Lower seconC molar - the cusp tip of the distobuccal cusp-

Man 6 Lower first molar - the cusp tip of the distobuccal cusp.

Man 5 Lower second premclar - the cusp tip of the buccal cusp.

llan 4 Lower first premolar - the cusp tÍP of the buccal cusp-

Man 3 Lower canine - the cusp tiP.

Man I Midpoint cf contact between the lower central incisors-

NOTE: In the few instamces where a cusP tip or fossa had undergone

attrition, the centre of the wea.r facet on the cusp or cen+-re

of fossa was selected as the reference point.

Apart from the points on the central incisors, these selecÈed

points would be expected Èo occlucle in a- centric occlusion (Ramfjord ancl

Ash 1971) and the maxillary arch breadths Max 7 * Max 7, Max 6 - Max 6'

etc., should be the same as the corresponCíng mandiirular arch breadths

(Man 7 - Man 7, Man 6 - Man 6, etc. )

The foilowing variables, defined in terms of the distances between

specified reference points, and illustrated in Figure 5 were selected

for measuremenÈ (see Table 1).



VarÍable hsiEnation

Max 7 breadth

Max 6 breadÈh

Max 5 breadth

Max 4 breadth

t'!,ax 3 breadÈh

Max Inc right

Max Inc left

Man 7 breadth

Man 6 breadth

Man 5 breadth

Man 4 breadth

Ma¡r 3 breadth

Man Inc right

Man Inc left

?Â

TABLE i

VARTABLES SELECTED FOR MEASUREMENT

ÐescriPtion

The distance between right lvlax 7 and left i"lax 7

The distance between righÈ l4ax 6 and left lvlax 6

The distance between right Max 5 and left Max 5

The distance between right Max 4 and left t'lax 4

The distance between right Max 3 a¡rd left Max 3

Ttre distance between right Max 3 and right Max 1

The distance between left Max 3 and left Max I

The distance between right l4an 7 and left l4an 7

The distance between right Man 6 and left I'îan 6

The distance between right Man 5 and l-eft Man 5

The distance between right þian 4 and left Man 4

Ihe distance between righc t4an 3 and left Man 3

The'<listance between right Man 3 and right rYan 1

The distance between left Ùlan 3 and l-eft Man I

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

IO

11

t2

I3

T4

I

9

seven other values were subsequently derived by ccmputer analysis

from the <lirect measureÍlerrts to indicate the differences between homol0gous

archdimensionsintheupperandlowerdentitions.Thesenewvariables

then provided a guantification of the relative size of uFper and lower

arches in cefined regions. Îfhey were calcutated as indicated in Table 2'
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TABLE 2

VARIABLES DERIVED BY CALCULATTON

VariabLe

15

16

L7

18

t9

20

2L

Èsignatìon

Max 7-Man 7

Max 6-I,lan 6

lvtax 5-Man 5

Max 4-Man 4

Max 3-Man 3

MaxIcR-ManIcR

MaxfcL-ManIcL

difference

difference

difference

difference

difference

difference

difference

The

The

The

The

The

The

The

Description

between Max 7 breadth & Man 7 breadth

ber-ween lvlax 6 breadth & Man 6 breadth

between Max 5 breadth & Man 5 breadth

between Max 4 breadth & Man 4 breadr-h

beÈween lrfax 3 breadth & l4an 3 breadth

between l"laxlnc right a¡rd Ma¡tnc right

between MaxInc left and ManInc left

This group of variables provided an indication of the congruence or

otherr,vise of homologous maxillary and rnandibular arch breadths.

NMTHODS OF MEASUREMENT

Variables 1 - 14 rdere measured d.irectly on the casts using a specially

modified vernier caliper with a resolution of O.I nun. A Helios dial

caliper firted with needle points was rnodified (see Figure 6) by

replacing the dial mechanism lvith a high precision linear potentiorneier

wired into an analogue-digital converter unit to effect direct output of

metric data ontc purrched cards through an interface with an- IBI'Í 026 card

punch as described by Garn and Hehnrich (1967). Figure 7 illustrates the

system. This procedure enabled tooth measuremer¡ts to be auto¡na+'ical-Ly

punched to a predeterminecl format by m.erely depressing a foot-cperated

circuit switch. The operator used Zeiss binocular magmifying
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#r:

Figure 6. The modified Helios diaf caliper'
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acquisition showing analogue-digital
converter unit (left)
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spectacles \,eith a focal length of 330 mm a¡rd a magnification factor of

2 to assist in placement of the needle points-

Tvuo data cards $rere punched ior each subject. The firsÈ card was

coded with identificaticn data, namely the subjectrs dental registration

number, sex, name and sibshíp nrunber. The second card contained further

identification data, chronological age, dental age (see Appendix A) and

systematically recorded arch breadth neasurements. When a tooÈh was

missing, the caliper beaks -s¡ere closed, and a zerc -¡alue was recorded on

the punched card. Missing data poínts $rere thus identified and ignored

in subsequent computer analYses"

GENERAL STATTSTICAL }4ETHODS

The descriptive parameters mean xr stanCard devia+-io¡r s, antà error

of the mean E-x, were estjfnted according to the usual procedures:

Xx r (x-l) 2
Exx

N
Ð- S

ñ-N-1

where x is the observ-ed value, and N is the number of observatior¡s-

The F - ratio test of Snedecor was used tc test Èhe significan-ce

of differences in variances, and Student's t-test sras used to test

differences betv¡een ¡rleans.

Measulres of skewness and kurtcsis were obtainerl as an aid to

assessing the normality of the various distribuÈions. Skewness is

Cenoted Æ] and is calculated from the second ancl third ¡roments of

i}te deviations from the mean according to Èhe forrnula:
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,ET r¡ t¡ (x-*) 3 I 2

t¡ (x-*) 2l 3

where the sign of 6¡ is the saine as the sign of the thj-rd monent'

Kurtosis,isindicatedbybzwhichiscomputedfromthesecond

and fourth momen+-s of the deviations from the mean according to the

formula:

ttX (x-*) a
b2

tr (x-1) 21 2

TabtesofPearsonandHartley(1954)wereusedtotesÈthe

significarrceofdeparturesfromnormality.Preciseestimatesof

skewness and kurtosis require adequate sa-rnple sizes. Nevertheless

thecalculationsofthesestatisticsinthepresentstudy,where

large sample sizes were unattailable, provided an indication of the

general trends in the shapes of the distributj'ons'

Calcul-aÈions v¡ere carried out on a CDC Cyber 173 computer at

the university of Adelaide, via a vDU terminal ioca-.ed in the

laboratory where the v¡ork was carried out'



CHAPTER IV

ER"ROR.S OF THE METF{ODS

INTRODUCTION

In biometric research it is essential to determine the reliabil-ity

of measurerpnt methods, that is, the accuracy with which the same

measurements can be made on different occasions. If errors c¿ul be

shown to have no significa¡rt effect on either the group mean values'

or the variances of the observations, then it can be assumed thai the

errors have not biased --he true values tc any significant extent.

Errors may arise in one of two ï/ays. Systernatic errcrs malz be

introduced because of limitations in the original records cr the

measuring apparatus. Accidental erlîors may be incoryoraÈed into

measurements because of variations in the observert s measuring

technique or regisEration of Èhe data. Both types of error n'ay L'e

nuinimised by the use of a etanrlardised procedure for ¡neasurernenr- ancl

recording.

The rnethod of riieasurement selected for the present studlz minimised

systematic errors because the fine points of the calipers could be

accurately positioned using the rnagnifying lenses, and the semi-automatic

sysbem perrnitted measuremerlts to be made with an accuracy of 0.1 mm.

The calibration of the system was checked daily. Accidental errors were

largety avoided because of the direct recording of measurements- The

possibilities of mis-reading the caliper, or incorrectly recording an

observation were f,irus eliminated.
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Gross recording errors were detected by calculating the standardised

scores for each variable. For this procedure the measurements for each

subject vJere exPressed as stanclard deviation scores abcut the group mean

value for that variable. The observer was alerted by a coÍtputer

diagnostic Èhat drew attention to any score that was greater Èhan three

standard deviation units frorn the group mean. These limits would be

expected to include a.bout 99 per cent of subjects. In these instances'

the origirrai measurement was re-checked. Because Semi-automatic

procedures were used, this type of gross recording error was forrnd to

be almost non-existent-

The magnitude of errors and, the extent to which they affect resul-ts

may be assessec by means of replicabiiity studies. In the present

investigatíon the dental casts of 40 subjects were measured on È-wo

different occasions ancl the magnitudes of the errors involved be+-ween

the two determinations were calculated'

METHODS

Ítre following statistical- tests vrere used:

l. The method of Dahlberg (1940)

deviation of a single determination

s1

was used to comPute the standard

(s1) according to the formula:

^ltu'V zl¡

tlhere d = difference between repeated measurements

N = number of double determinations
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2. Student's t-test v¡ith 19 degrees of freedom was used to determi¡e

the significance of the differences between the t\nto sets of mean vaiues'

This method is not a particularly sensitive test of measurernent errors'

as positive and neg.etive differences tend to be self-cancelling, but it

was included in tJre present study for comparative purposes.

3. A further method of assessing measurement errors is to analyse the

difference between two def-errninations on a paire<l-comparison basis by

calculating the mean of the difference (l aiff), the standard deviation

of the differences (s diff) and the error of the mean differences

(E; diff) .

iÉ¡e following formulae were used to determine these error

statistics:

x diff

s diff (a-i airr) 2

N-I

s diffEx diff

xd
N

Ifhere d = difference between two determinations

N = nt¡nlcer of double deter¡n-inations

The probabiJ-ity that a mean difference differs significantly f¡srt

zero can be tested using Studentrs t-test. The value of t was calculated

according tc the fol1-owlng eguation:

N

i airr
ñtitrt=
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4. The extent to which the varia-bil-ity due to experimenÈal error

affected tt¡e observed variance was indicated by using the generalitir

that component parts of a r¡ariance can be sunrned to equal the tot'rl

variance.

i.e. s 2
o

+"t' "2e

where s

s

o
2_ obserr,'ed variance in the sample as determined from

original values. This estimate inclu'des variance due

to measurement error.

estimate of the true santple variance.

estimate due to experimental error, termed the error

variance.

lftris value is determined as s12 where s12 = *

"t

e

RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

The computation of standard scores disclosed very few r-¡ank

recording errors. In these instances, the casts vlere re-measured and

standard scores re-calculated using the new data'

Double determination results, sunmarized in Table 3' were

reasonably consistent for the various arch breadihs measured qn

separate occasions. The only sigrnificantly different observations

occurred in measuring MaxInc left 1p < .01). Íhis may have arisen because

of difficulty in accurately locating the reference point on the upper

left canine. The Dahlberg statistical analysis of these daÈa (see Ta-b1e 4)

indicated that alL varia.bles, with the exception of Max 3 breadth and

t"lan 5 breadtl¡ could be measured with a small degree of error' The error
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variance in Max 3 brea<ith an¿ Man 5 breadÈh was about 1 mm2 and may have

been due to difficulty in locating the centre of the mesio-l-ingual fossa

on the upper canines, and because of variable wear patterns on the ír¡"t"t

cusp of the lower second premolar. Although these two variables displayed

va;iance of the order of 1 mm2, this magnitude was small compared with

the variance of arch breadth measurements, and tþe absence of a

signíficant difference bet\^teen the first and second observa-iions of the

variables confirmed that the data obtained were not subject to

measuremenÈ errors to any noticeable extent'
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TABLE 3

MEAN DIFFERENCES BET-'WEE N FIRST AND SECOND DETERIVIINATIO}JS OF

DENTAL ARCH BREADTHS

VariabTe Designation

Max 7 breadth

Max 6 breadth

Max 5 breadth

Max 4 breadth

Max 3 breadth

Maxlnc right

Maxlnc ieft

Man 7 breadth

Man 6 breadth

Man 5 breadth

Man 4 breadth

Man 3 breadth

Manlnc right

Manlnc left

¡v

30

40

40

39

39

30

31

30

40

40

4A

40

20

2A

Mean Eûot of Mean

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

I1

L2

I3

L4

I

9

-0.08

-0 .09

-o.L2

-0.09

-0.28

-o.25

-0.51**

-0.01

0.08

0. c7

0.08

0.09

o.23

0.15

o.20

0.09

0. 09-0. lt

-o.21 o.27

-c.10 o. 06

-0. 07 o.06

-o.01 0.30

-0.06 o.19

!{hen N is number of observations"

** Mean value differs significanÈly from zero ai p < '01'
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TÀBLE 4

FOR STAI{DARD DEVIATTON FOR A SINGLE DETERMINATION
DAHLBERG STATISTICS

Designation

l"tax 7 breadth

Max 6 breadth

Max 5 breadth

Max 4 breadth

Max 3 breadth

Maxlnc right

Maxlnc left

Man 7 breadth

Man 6 breadth

Man 5 breadth

Man 4 breadth

!¡an 3 breadth

Maxlnc right

MaxInc left

¡,

30

40

40

39

39

30

31

30

40

40

40

40

20

20

S1

o.32

0. 3r

0. 36

0.40

1.04

0.59

o.84

0. 34

0. 39

1.10

o.26

o.2a

o.92

0.60

st2

o.lt

o.10

0.13

o- 16

1.08

0. 35

0.70

o.L2

o. 15

I;4I

0. o?

o.08

0. 84

o. 36

VariabTe

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

t1

10

L2

13

L4

!{he::e N is the number of observations '

S1 is the standard deviation of a single determination'

sr2 iq the variance'
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CF{APTER V RESTJLTS

DENTAL ARCH BREÀDTIIS

Intra Group Comparrsons

Tabtes 5 and 6 present the average values and standard deviations

for dental arch breadths of Aboriginals and Caucasoids. These

statistics were derived by the methods descrjbed previously. The forms

of the distributions were assessed by the statistic Fb¡, a measure of

skewness. Apart from a tendency for some distributions Èo be skewed to

the left for the varial¡les measured in Caucasoids, there was littl-e

evidence of generalized. departures from normaliiy to warrant

transformations of the data or the application of special statistical

procedures. The sample sizes were inadequate to assess kurtosis. For

thís part of the analysis, routine statistlcal tests based on the

assr.mption of normal distribution were used. Because of the small

number of Caucasoid females included in the study, campariscns relating

to this group must be tentative and regârded. with some caution.

Ðental arch breadths in different groups nay be compared on the

basis of meax values derived for the groups se¡rarately. Alternatively,

a dimorphism index can be used to express the relative differences

between groups. In the ¡)resent study, dental arch breadths were

compared using bo-ult a.bsolute and relative values.

In each eihnic group the dental arch breadths lvere greater in males

than females for alL variables. The sex dífferences in dental arch size



TAtsLE 5

COMPARTSON OF MAXILI,ARY DENTAL ARCH BREADTHS IN ABORTGINA¡S AI{D CAUCASOIDS

Variable
ABO i{I GI NAL S

tr trlea.n S.D ¡v

CAUCAS O I DS
þIean S.D.

DIFFERENCEI
ABOR. - CAUC.

(nn)

¡,IAX 7 BDTH d

MAX 6 BDjIH d

T.IAX 5 BDTH ó

MAX 4 BD'IH d

IqAX 3 BDTIT d

**

80

78

80

78

80

78

80

78

80

78

64.8

62.3

59.9

57.1

53.6

51.4

48.0

45 .8

4t. 0

39.9

45

10

62.7

56. t

56.1

50.3

49.6

44.2

43.3

39.0

37.O

33.5

,) R**

2.3

2.8**
2.5

, E**

2.3

2.31 r,

z-¿

2 .4t, t

2.L

45

IO

É ¿)**

4-8

5. r**
4.7

5. r**
4.4

4.9t

4.2

4.gt

3.6

a1

6.2

3.8

6.8

4.0

7.3

4.7

6.8

4.0

6.4

I

I

I

I

I

45

1C

45

IO

45

10

I Mean values for Abc>rigÍna-Zs and Caueasoi.ds differ sígníficantlg fot aI7 vatiabJes aÊ p <

Mean values for mal.es anrl fenales diffe.r sigttificantTg at p < .01
Mean vaTues f.or males and females differ sígn.ificantTg at p < .05

(¡
tJ

¡t

07



TABLE 6

COMPARTSOIü OF MANDIBULAR DEI{TAL ARCH BREADTÍIS IN ABORIGINALS AND CAUCASO]DS

VatíabIe

MAN 7 BDjrH ô

MAI¡ 6 BDTFI d

MAI{ 5 BDTH ô

MAN 4 BDTI¡ ó

MAN 3 BDTTI ó

ABORI Gf r\41, S
fl Mean S.D

(rnn)
N

CAUC?TSOIDS DIFFERENCE 1

Mean S.D. ABOR. - CAUC.
(mn) (nn)

80

7B

80

78

BO

78

I

I

I

65.7

63.3

60.4

5e.2

5r. 7

50.2

47 -4

46.r

38"6

37.7

2.7**
z.z

3.0**
2.3

2.4**
2.6

2.4*t
2.I

2. 0* fr

r.8

63.7

56. r

57.6

5r.5

48.6

42.4

42.8

37.7

34.9

3l-.1

5.9**
4.6

5 -4**
5.2

5 .5**
5.9

5.4*

5.6

5 .0â

5.1

45

IO

45

10

45

10

45

IO

45

10

I3

2.O

7-2

2.8

6.7

7.8

4.6

8.4

3.7

6.6

I

I

80

78

80

7B

Mean values for AboriginaTs and Caucasoíds ditfer sígnificantlg for aII variables at p
Mean values for maJ-es and femal.es differ significantTg at p < .07
Mean val.ues fcr nales and females differ sìgnif.ícantTg at p < .05

(¡
(r'

I
rt rt

¡f

07
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ïrere stati.sticalJ-y siqnificant at the 1% level for ali comparisons

excepÈ for bread+-hs neasured in caucasoids at the canine and first

premolar regions boÈh in the maxilla a¡rd manrlible. In these inst'ances

the differences were significant at the 5% Ievel'

ÍltreCaucasoidsdisplayedsexdifferencesinmeanvalueswhichwere

of similar magnitude in the mandible and maxilla, ranging from 3'5 mm

Eo 7.6 mm. Sex differences were particularly marked in the maxillary

and mandibular molar regi-onsr the differences being of the order of

6mm.ontheotherhand,iheAboriginalsdisplayedsmaliersex

differences which ranged from 0.9 mm lo 2.8 mnr. Furthermore, in general

the differences .,¡rere inore uniform, with a slight tencency to be greater

in the maxilla. Sex differences were most narkec in Aboriginais i-n the

upper and lower ;no1ar regions'

Estimatesoftherelativelevelsofdinorphisminarchbreadths'

e:çressed as the percentage by which a mean breadth in niales exceerfed

thatinfemales,arerankedaccordingtomagrritudeinTableT"In

Aboriginals the dimorphism indices rairged r'tom 2-31 to 4'85 with an

average value of 3.65, while the caucasoid values ranged frorn lo'29 Eo

L4.7L with an avera:qe of 12.31. These values confirm the observation

that sex differences in the Aboriginal group tended. to be greaÈer in

the maxilla, whereas in the caucascids the dimorphism percentages were

of similar order in each arch. In the caucasoid çJroup' the dinorphi-srn

index drew attention to the lov¡er second premolar as the region of

greatest percentage dintorphism, whereas the upper and lower molar

regíons displayed the greatest sex differences in absolute terms'
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TABLE 7

SEXUAT DIMORPHISM IN DENTAL ARCH BREADTHSI

Variable
ABORI GINALS

Dinarphísm 7o Rank
CAUCASOIÐS

Dirorphism 7" Rank

MAX 7 BDTTI

MAX 6 BDTH

MAX 5 BDTH

MAX 4 BDT}T

I',IAX 3 BÐTH

!,tAN 7 BDTH

MAN 6 BDTH

MAN 5 BDEH

I',IAN 4 BDTH

MAN 3 BDTH

3.97

4.A5

4.32

4.80

2.78

3.79

3.87

2.97

2.87

2.3L

4

t

3

11.88

11.53

L2.34

tL.22

to.29

13.52

rt_.93

L4.77

13. 5s

L2.33

7

I

4

92

9

8

10

TO

5

6

3

6

I

2

5

7

I Indt* of sexual ctinotphism caTculaied 700 MaIe neatt
Female nean

700

)
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The caucasoid males displayed the greatest variabili'ty of dentai

arch breadths. For instance, the range of values recorded for molar arch

breadths in this group was about 20 mm, while the range for each of the

other groups was of the crder of IO mnn' The variances of the arch

breadths in CaucasoiCs were substantially larger than those of Aboriginals

for all variables. The greater variability which was displayed by the

caucasoids may have arisen because of differences in the sampting nethod

usedwitheachgroup'ornayreflectagreaterhomogeneityamongst

Aboriginals. This corrparative uniformif-y of dental arch breadths may be

duetoinbreedingwithintheAboriginalpopulationatYuenclumu.

Townsend (1976) clrew attention to the possibility of inbreeding within

thisgroup'buÈstatedt}ratinformationonthiswasscarce.Ineach

etÌ¡nic group the maLes were generally more variable than females in the

size of the dental arches. The observation of greater variabilit-y in

males is a common finding in anthropometric studies and this is in

accordwiththeexpectat-ionoflessvariabilityinfemalesdueto

cessaÈion of skeletal growth at an earlier age (Bro'wn 1965) '

Inter Group Cornparisons

lltre lJcoriginat males displayed. rrlaxil-iary and mandibuÌar dental arch

breadths which were larger than those irr caucasoid males for all regions

meas'red. The differences in breadths, sigmificant at the 1% level in

allcases,rangedrrom2.0mnnto4.Trrrn,andweregreatestintheupper

and lower Premolar regions'

Asimilarinter-raciald'imorphismwasobservedbetweenthefenrale

subjects. The differences between the arch breacths of lJcoriginal and
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Caucasoid females rangecl from 6.2 mm to 8.4 mm and were statisticaliy

significant at the I% level in all regis¡¡5' The magrnitude of the

inter-racial dinorphism in the females was due to the relativ-ely large

dental arches of female Aboriginals. In many instances the Aboriginal

fenales dísptayed arch breadths which were larger than those of

caucasoid mal.es. Attention has previously been drawn to the

retatively large dental arches of fernale Aboriginals (Barrett, Brown

and Macdonald 1965) -

Às a direcÈ conseguence of Èhis morphological feature, the sex

dimorphism in dental arch breadths was not particularly noticeable in

the Aboriginal subjects, a finding referred tc above.

CoMPARISoNS oF MÀxil,LAF.Y AND MANDIBULAR ARCH BREADTHS

The means and standard deviations of discrepanc.ies betv¡een maxili-ary

and mandibular dental arch breadths of Aboriginals and Caucasoids are

conçared in Tab]e 8. These values were deril'ed as the differeoces

between correspond.ing breadths in the :naxilla and mandible as cescribed

prer,,iously. The forms of t-he aistributions of these variables were

assessed by the standard measure of skewness, 6. The Caucascirl nales

and females and aboriginal females clisplayed normal distributions,

although the distributions of the discrepancies for Aboriginal males

were significa¡^tly skewed'Eo the left. That is, the nqrnber cf sr:bjects

exhibiting large positive values \¡¡as greater than would be expected in

a norlnal distribution. To provide a¡t alternative basis for the

comparisonsn median values were calculated for each of the samples;

these are presented in Table 9. Median vaiues are likely tc be rnore

represenÈative of the central tendencies in instances of skewed

distributions.



TABLE 8

COMPARTSON OF DISCREPA}TCIES BETI,{EEN MAXILLARY AND MAI{DIBT'LAR ARCH BREADTHS E)PRESSED AS MEAN VALLÍES

ABORI GTNALS
ü Mean S.D.

(mn)

CAUCASO IDS
¡J Mean S.D

ÐI FFE RENCE
ABOR. - CAUC.

(nun)

0.4

-0.5

t. ol

-0.5

o.9l

-0.9

0.r
-1. 0

0.4

-o.2

VariabTe

¡/ax7-l,lAN7
BDTI{

MÀX6.MAN6
BDTH

MAX5-MAN5
BDTH

MAX4-MAN4
BDTH

MAX3-MAN3
BDTH

d

I
BO

'74

80

78

80

78

80

7A

80

78

-0.9
-1" I

-0.5
-1. 0

2.O

0.9

o.6

-0. 1

5

1.8*

l.l**

2.O

1.5**

1. 8*

2.O

r.6

l. 8**

i_. 8**

-1.. 3

-0"6

-r. 5

-0.5

1.r
1.8

1.6

L.4

2.3

2.8

2.4

L.7
2q

45

IO

45

IO

ó

I

ó

I

2

2

ó

I

ó

?

L.9**12 45

10 33

45

IO

3 0.5

0.9

2

3

4

0

45

10

2

2

I
5

** Mean

* Mean

I Mu"n
? Meun
3 Meun

3

va.Tues fot

vaLues tot discrepancies between
v'alues fot disctepancies bet-ween
val.u-os tot discrepancies between

AboriqinaL and Caucasoíd mal-es diffet sign.ificantJ.g at p < .05
Abaz*ig).na-l maJ,es and. f,emales differ significantTg at p < .0f
Altorig'inal nales and tenales diffet significantLg at p < .05

vaTues fot

discrepancies between naxiTTarg and mandibular arch breadths differ signifìeantLg
ftom zero at p < .07

discrepancies between maxiTTatg and manclibular arch bteadths differ significantTq
from zero ¿rf p < .05

(rr

g)



TABLE 9

COMPARTSON OF DISCREPAI{CIES BETWEEN ,MAXILI.ARY AND }4ANDIBUI,AR ARCH BREADTHS E)(PRESSED AS MEDIAN VAI,I'ES

VariabLe

MAXT-¡4AN7
BRE¿\DTH

MAX6-MAN6
BREADTH

MAX5-MAN5
BREADTH

MAX4.MAN4
BREADTH

MAX3-MAN3
BREADTH

ABORI GINALS
¡V Median

(nm)

CAUCÀSO I DS

ff Medien
(mn)

DTFFERENCE
ABOR. - CAUC.

(mn)

0.6

-0.3
6

I
80

té

-0. 5

-0. I
45

10

45

IO

45

IO

45

t0

45

1^

-.1. 1

-0. 5

-1. 1

-o.2

7

5

0.0

0.o

0

I

o

I

ó

o

80

78

80

78

I
0

ô

I

ó

I

0.0

-0.9

1.. I
-o.7

2.4

r.2

80

7a 0

2

80

7A

2.4

2.4

2.1

1.8

L.7

-0.3

r.2
0.0

0.3

0.6

(J|

rc
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Intra Group Comparisons

l,laxillary denial arch breadths displayed by the ¡$e¡i ginal males

tended to be larger than homologous mandibular arch breadÈhs' The

differences between upper an<l lower breadEhs ranEed from -0.9 rinr to

2.5 rnm. The largest discrepancy was in the canine region where the

difference of 2.5 mm was significant at the 1? level. The 2.0 m¡'n

difference observed at the second premol-ars was also significant at the

1% level, while the only significant negative clifference between upper

and lower dental arches was -0.9 mm in the second molar region. This

value represented a larger mandibular mean breadth, or a Èendenclr

tOwards cross-bite. Overall, the Èrend towards a narrow lower arch'

or alternate irrtercuspation, $tas n¡cst marked in the canine and seconci

premolar regions.

Irhe Aboriginal females, on the cther hand, displayed discrepancies

ranging from -1.1 rnm Eo 2-3 mrn. In this sample also, the greatest

discrepanc)¡ bethreen upper and lower dental arch breadÈhs was observed

at tire canines. Thi-s discrepancy of 2.3 ¡run was significa¡rt at the l?;

level while the difference of 0.9 rnm at f-he second prerrrolar legion was

significant at the 5% level. The mandibular breadths in the first a¡d

second molar regions exceeded the homologous maxillary breadths by

I.O mm and I.I nm respectively, tltese values being significant at the

1% level. In otheï v¡ords, bhere was a significant trend towards molar

cross-bite in this sample. The tendency towards a narrovr ¡nandibular

arch relative to the rnaxil-lary arch r¡¡as thus less marked in the female

Aboriginals than i¡l the males of that e¿hnic group'
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Sex Cimorphisrn of de¡rtal arch breadth discrepancies in Aboriginals

was particularly cbserveC in the premolar regions. Irr both the firsf-

and second premolar regions the males oisplayed larger differences

between upper and lorver arches than did females. The values differed

sigmificantly at the 1g. level aÈ the second premolar, ald at the 5%

Ievel at the first premolar. In the molar regions the males exhibited

a less significant cross-bite tendency, and a nore pronounced scísscrs-

bite tendency in the canine region than did femal-es. However, these

differences lvere not statistically significar:t. t4ales and females

displayed similar vari.ances. OveraII, it is suggested that sex

dimorphism in Aboriginais wiÈh respect to arch breadth discrepancies

is most ma-rked in the premolar region. This tends +'o support ihe

observations of incongiruence between the shapes of upper and lc'¡ter

clental archcs in some Aboriginal males, evident by ínspection of

occlusal relations on d'ental cas+-s of these subjects'

Ttre median vaiues of discrepancies between upper and lov¡er deiital

arch breadths confirm the sexual differences referred to al:ove' The

median val-ues t-en¿l to be larger than the mean values presented in

Tab1e 8- This trend was particularllz noted in the premciar regions of

the Aboriginal males. The left skewless of the distribuiion suggests

that such a trend would occur-

The Caucasoid males displayed dj-screpancies between horrologous

upper and lower dental arch breaclths ranging from -1 .5 rnm Lo 2.I mm.

Negative val-ues, or cross-bite tendencies were observed in the rnolar

region, white the J-argest value lvas noted at the canines- Although

this trend was similar to that observed in the Aboriginal sample, the
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arch breadth differences j.n the Caucasoids were non-significant.

Although the differences between homologous upper and lower dental arch

breadths were only slightly larger in f\boriginal than Caucasoid males,

the greater values cbserued in the Aboriginal- group may be sigmificant

from a functional point of view, especially in relation to the nature

of precise cusp-fossa contacts.

Data from the srnall female Caucasoid group are presented for

tentative comparisons only; these subjects exhibited a similar trend to

the males in the molar region where the nandibular arch tended to be

broader than the maxillary. On the other hand, the upper arch tended

to be broader than the lower at the premolars and canines. Differe¡rces

in the mean values for arch breadths were non-significant.

A comparison of Caucasoid male and Caucaso.id female discre,cancies

suggests that there is little sex dimorphism of these l'aiues. Both sexes

displayed cross-bite tendency in Èhe molar regions and scissors-bite

tendency in the prenrolar end ca¡ine regions. The average discrepancy

va-l-ues and standarC deviations were sinúlar in ma-l-es and females.

Inter Group Comparisons

In each region of the d.ental arches measured, the Aboriginal m.al es

displayed larger rnean discrepancies than di<l Caucasoid males. The

differences between Aboriginal and Caucasoid discrepancies ranged from

0.1 rur at the first premolars to I.0 ntn at the fj.rst molars. The

differences irr the regions of Èhe first nolars and seconcl prerolars were

significant at the 5å level. The discrepancies between upper and lower

dental arch hreadths therefore display inter-racial dimorphism, and the

premclar site is the region of greatest difference.
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Median values of upper and lower arch breadth discreparrcies confirm

the trend suggested by mean val-ues. Because the Aboriginal ;nales

dispiayed sigrnificali Left skewness in the distribution, the relation of

median values to mean values is relatively larger than in Caucasoid males'

The median values tend to accentuate the racial differences already

descrjlced, and draw further attention to the premolar region as the site

of greatest difference.

The frequency distributions presented in Tabl-e I0 were derived by

classifyi-ng subjects accorclinq to discrepancies b,etween homologous

maxiJ-lary and mand.ibular dental arch breadths. The number of subjects

in each group displaying positive or negative discrepancies were then

er<pressed as percentages of the total number in each group. This table

draws further atterrtion to the regions of the dental arches rvhich might

be involved, in the raciat differences. A similar percentage of

Aboriginal and Caucasoid males, 69 and 66 per cent respectively, displayed

a cross-bj.te tendencf in the form of negative discrepancies betrvee¡r

homologous upper and lower <ientai arch breadths in the second molar

region. At the first molars, on the other hand, 77 pet cent of Caucasoid

and onl1, 55 per cent of Aboriginal ma,IeS dernonstrated this trer¡d.

Fu:rthermore, in the second, prernclar region, the 88 per cent of Äboriginal

rnales which exhilcited positive d.iscrepancies hlas sut¡stantialll' greater

than the 74 per cent of Caucasoid males which displayed this trend' In

the region of the first premolars, IitÈle more than one half of the

Caucasoids displayed positive differences, ç'hile a significant percentage,

75 per cent, of Aboriginal males displayed positive discrepancies in this

region. In each group, a lar:ge percentage of subjects displayed positíve

discrepancies between upper and lower arch breaoths at the ca¡tines.
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TABLE IO

FREQL.IENCY DTSTRIBUTION OF SUB.JECTS ACCORDING TO THE DISCREPANCTES
BETI,ÍEEN MAXILL.ê,RY AND MANDIBULAR ARCH BREADTHS

Variabl-e Gtoup ¡v

PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECTS
Discrepancg < 0.0 Discrepancg 70-0

MAXT-MAN7
BDTIT

MAX6-MAN6
BDlTT

MAX5-MAN5
BDTH

MAX4-MAN4
BDTH

¡4AX3-MAN3
BDTH

Abor. d

Abor" I
Cauc" ó

/rlcor. ó

Abor. 9

Cauc. ó

Abor. d
ebor. I
Cauc. d

Abor. d
Abor. I
Cauc. d

Abor. d

Abor. 9

Cauc. d

80

78

45

69

85

66

55

78

77

L2

23

26

3r**
15* *

34* *

45

22**

23**

88**

77*, *

74*t'

75**

54

60

95"-'*

94**

91**

80

78

45

80

7B

45

80

78

45

25

46

40

80

79

45

5

6

9

¡t* Percentages of subjects in the two categories diffet
significantig at p < -01. accotding to sign tesi
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A comparison of the fernale subjects, on the other haad, revealed

that the cai¡casoids exhibited larger mean discrepancies between

homologous upper and lower arch breadths than did the Aboriginals'

fhese differences were of the order of 0.5 mm, although ììone lvas

statistically significant, possibly because of the small- size cf the

Caucasoid sample.

Ttre med.ian values for discrepancies between upPer and lower arch

breadths (Table 9) present a similar trend to that suggested by mean

values. Àlthough med-ian values tend to be larger than the means, the

skewness of the di.stribution was not significant, hence this tendency

is probabty nct imPortant.

The frequency <iistribution of subjects accordìng to the

discrepancies L¡etween maxillary and mancìibular arch breadths confirrns

the observation Èhat both Aboriginal males and females display a

cross-bite tendency in the molar region, aÌthough the trend was less

frequent in the males. on the other hand', a high percentage of rnales,

88 per cent' demonstrated positive discrepancies in the second

premolar region, more so than females, 77 per cent' rn the first

prerrolar region, a significa¡rt nurnber of males, 75 per cent, displayed

positÍve differences between upper and lower dental arclt breadths,

whereas there was no significant difference in the percentages of

females displaying positive and negative discrepancies. In the canine

region, most Aboriginal mal-es and, females exhibited positive

discrepancies, This frequency distribution confirms the observation

that sex dimo:rphism in discrepancies betrveen upper a¡d lower arch

breadths j-s particularly assocj,ate<1 with the prernolar regions.
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Table fI sunurrarises the mean and median discrepancies between

homologous upper and lower arch breadths in each gropp jncluded in

the stuoy. All groups demonstrated the same rank-ing: largest

discrepancies being observed in the canine regions, and negative

values being present in the molar regions, although median -úalues for

Aboroginal ¡nales do not reflect this trend to any great extenÈ.

Furthermore, the mean Ciscrepancies in the molar reqion were sinr-ilar

in each group. The observation that all çJroups displayed the same

ranking according to discrepancies between homciogcus breadths of

upper and lower Cen-uai arches is interesting as a dernonstration of

similar patterns of congruence between upper and lower dental arches

in all groups. It appears, however, that the larger discrepancies

observed in particular regions of the arches of scme Aboriginal mal-es

are related to the presence of alternaÈe intercuspation in these

subjects.

COMPARTSON OF TNCISOR DENTAL AP.CII SEGI{ENTS

Vaiues for breadths of incisor dental arch segments of Aboriginals

and Caucasoids are presented in Table 12. As indicated previcusl-y'

these data are included for conrparative purposes alìd are ¡-rot central

to the study of al+-ernaÈe intercrrspaLion.

Sex dimorphism in these variables was inore pronounced in the

Caucasoids than in the Aboriginals, and since these variabLes are

partly dependent upon the mesiodistal width of the incisors, this

observation might suggest that Caucasoids exhibit greater d5.mor-ohism

in inc.isor size than Aborigina-Is. However, other more extensive studj-es



TABLE 11

COMPARISON OF DISCREPAIICIES BETVIEËN MAXILLARY AND MAND]BULAR ARCH BREADTIIS - RÄNK ORDER

RANK REGION
MAL

ABORI GT NAL
Mean Median

ES
CAUCASOI D

Mean Median

FEMA
ABORIGTNAL
Mean Median

LES
CAUCASO ID

Mean Median

I MAX3-MAN3

2 I'ÍAX 5 - MAN 5

3 ¡4AX4-MAN4

4 MAX6-MAN6

5 MAXT-MAN7

.E 2.4

2.O 2.4

2.L 2.L

1.r o.7

0.5 0.0

-1.3 -1.1

2.3 2.4

0.9 r.2

-0.1 0.0

-1.0 -0.8

-1. r -0.9

2.5 1.8

1.8 1.5

Q.6 L.2 0.9 c"0

-o.5 -o.2

-0.6 -0.5

-0.5 0.0

-0.9 -0.5 -1.5 -1. I

tJr

ts\¡



TABLE L2

COMPARTSON OF INCTSOR DENTAÍ, ARCH SEGMEMTS

MALES
ABORIGINÀLS CAUCASOTDS

il Mean S.D- M'{ean S.D.
(nm) (mm)

FEMA
ABORI GINALS

ù Mean S.D.
(mn)

LES
CAUCASOIDS

ù Mean S.D
(nn)

Varíabl.e

ll,axIcL 27 -8 r.8 45 25 .g 4 -6t 27.5 t_.4 10 22 .7 3. 71

ManIcL 25 .L L-52 45 25.O 2.rr 24.8 r.32 10 2L.7 4.tr

MaxIcR 27.8 2-L 45 25 .8 4.7 27.4 t-4 10 25.8 4-7

ManfcR 25.2 r.82 45 24.8 2.5 24.9 L.32 10 2L.5 4.O

I Mean values fot Aborigínals and Caucasoids ètiffer signifìcantlg at p < .07

2 Mean va-Lues for discrepancies between naxiTlarg and mand.íbulat incÍsot segment bteadths diffe:r
significantTg f,rom zeto at p < .07

78

78

78

78

80

80

80

80

L¡

H
(Ð
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(Garn, Leivis, swindier and Kerewsky 1967) have reported greater sex

dimorphism in mesio(listai width of incisor teeth in Aboriginals than

caucasoids. The small number of caucasoid fernales does not pernit

any real conclusions about relative sex dimorphism to be drawn.

The Aboriginal males and females displayed signifj.ca.ntly higher

values for maxillary incisor segment breadths than did iheir Caucasoid

counterparts, although this racial variation rvas no*- significant in

mandibular breadths.

In the Aboriginal- males and females each maxilla:ry incisor

segirnent breadth rvas significantty larger, at the 13 le'¿elr than the

corresponding mandibular breadth, whereas this trend' was not evident

in the caucasoids- The caucasoids then tended to display co¡ìgruence

in breadth of upper and lower incisor segments while +-he Aboriginals

displayed broader maxillary incisor segments than mandibular segrments
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According to com¡nonly held views of dental occlusion, maximum'

interdigitation of the tpper and lower teeth occurs when the jaw

closes Iightly from its rest position. Ttris concept of intercuspal

position, or as it is sometirnes termed, tootir position, cr cen*'ric

occlusion, is based on clinical observations of modern man' Moreover'

the concept has its origins in Èhe belief that precise anaÈomical and

functional relationships should exist between the cusps, fossae, and

other occlusal features of opposing teeth' Modern theories of

occlusion, and clinical treatment procedures in all branches of

dental practice are based on this concept of opposing Èooth

relationshiPs.

Ho\¡¡ever, there have been several reports in the literature that

draw attention to a different forrn of occlusal relationship characterisecl

by a disparity in the breadths of upper and iower dental- arches so Èha't

maxirnum intercuspation, in the classic Senser calt be achieved on elther

the right or left sides independently, but not cn both si'des together'

This anatomicar feature, which is terrnecl alternate intercuspation, has

been observed in a number of Australian Aboriginai- subjecÈs anC the

present study aims to elucidate the rrature of thi s form of occlusion'

Previous reports of alternate intercuspation in nan are sufficientiv

frequent to verify its existence as a rncrphological character rather than

as an artifact of observation or a malocclusion- Hovrever, its precise
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description in metric terms is elusive and no serious attempts have been

nade to quantify it before this study.

In order to investigate alternate intercuspation more thoroughly'

it was considered appropriate, in the first instance, to exarruine tl:e

dj-fferences between ¡r,axil-l-ary anci mandibular dental arch breadths

neasured between homologous points. In this respect, homologous points

vrere considered to be those cusp and fossae pcints in the maxilla and

mandible assumed to be in ccntact according to conventiorÌal concepts of

dentat occlusion. Thus the degree of alternate intercuspation was

direcÈty related to the discrepancy between honologous arch breadLhs in

the ¡naxil-Ia and mandible. The observation that alternate intercuspation

\,{as a feature of some Aboriginal dentitions could then be tested by

comparirrg the arch breadth discrepancies in this group with those

measured in a control group of Caucasoid subjects'

The findings confirm that alternate intercuspation is indeed a

feature of some Aboriginal dentitions, an<1 is particularly frequent in

rnales. This view is based upon the observaÈion ttrat the differences

between upper and. lower arch breadths were significant in scme instances

and that a rel-aÈively high percentage of Aboriginal ¡nales displayed

large di,screpancies in the occlusal relationships. Ho\^¡ever, simple

corçarison of the mean values fcr the characters measured tendecl to

obscure the trend towards alternate intercuspation in sorne subjects'

It is inevitable Èhat comparisons based on central tendencj-es provide

different infornation from analyses of individual subjects' In this

context, the present study emphasised the difficulÈies in quantifying

alternate intercuspation clinically" On the one hand, discrepancies
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between upper and lower dental arch breadths were assumed to be

continuous variabl-es and analysed accordingìy. On l-jre of-her hanC,

this metric procedure did not provide a clear classification of

alternate irrtercuspation i¡¡ terms of presence or absence. Moreover

objective discrinination between subjects according to the degree of

alternate intercuspation could not be attempted as any discrirnination

¡nints along a continuously varying character woulcl be arbitrary to

a large extent.

Althotrgh the metric analyses disclosed differences in dental arch

breadths bet-\n/een Aboriginals and Caucasoids, the variables selected

for measurement did not lead to fine cliscrimination betrveen the groups

on the basis of maxillary-mandibular occlusal relationships. Clearly'

other methods, boÈh metric and non-metric are required to provide a

clearer description of aiternate intercuspation-

As described above, the lnean arch breadth discrepancies for

Aboriginal males indicate that some sr:bjects display sr-:bstantial

differences in maxillary and manCibular breadths, while, in others, Èhe

differences may be similar in:nagnitude to those observed in Caucasoids-

The Caucasoid group exhibited greater varial¡iiity with respect to Èhis

character, but the group means indicated that the average differences

between nonotogoos breadths of the upper a¡d lower arches were small-

lfhile some Aboriginals d.isplayed unique bucccl-ingual occlusal

rela.tions, or alternate intercuspation, others have occlusal relations

correspondirrg to the concept of maximum interdigitatíon inherent in the

definition of classic cen+-ric occlusion. Although a comparison of mean

dental arch brea<1ih discrepancies reflects a difference between the
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occlusal relatj.ons of the two groups, it cloes not readily identify

reasons for this inter-racial oinorphism. The frequency distributions

presentecl in Table 9 indicate the relatively large number of Aboriginal

rnales dis-o1alzing marked discrepancies'

lfhe selection of the reference points used in this study was based

on the classic anatomical a¡rd functional relatíonships which are thought

to exist between cusps, fossae, and other occlusal features of opposing

teeÈh. Attention has been drawn to the cli¡rical variabil-íty of Èhese

\
expected contacts between upper and lower teeth (And'erson and Myers i97l-) '

The findings of this study supPort the suggesèion that these relationshi'ps

do vary clinicatly. Hovre./er, the erqpected cusp-fossae relations between

opposing teeth did not vary randomly in aII groups. For instance, the

Aboríginal male group dispiay'ed a significant trenc for the buccal cusps

of the mandibular teeth to occlude 1in9ua11y to the central fossae of

their maxillary opponents. In other words, although variability in

cusp-fcssae contacts was noted, this variation was no! rando'-n ir¡ aLi

groupsandtheAboriginalmalestendedtodisplayalternate

intercuspation (Figures 8-12) .

Alttrough occlusal anatorty consisting of cusps and fossae as found

in most primates j= o" no means characteristic of all species, unilaterai

articulation, or alternate intercuspation as it is termed here' appears

to be a naÈural form of occlusion in masticatory systems characterized

by wide lateral jaw rnovements (Figure 13). For instance, in selodont

artiodactyls, the dondnar¡t herbivores, including deer, antelope, cattie

(Figure 14), sheep and goats, the lower jaw ís narrower than the upper'

Masticatory movements require extensive laieral excursions of the
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Section through first permanent molars

Section through first permanent premolars

cross-section through dental casts obtained
from an Aboriginal displaying maximum

interdigitation in centric occlusion' The

casts have been separated slightly for
illustrative PurPoses -

Figure 8.
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Section through first permanent molars

Section through first permanent premolars

Cross-section through dental casts obtained
from a Caucasoid disptaying maximum
intercligitation in centric occlusion. The

casts have been separated slightly for
il-lustrative purposes.

Figure 9
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Section through first permanent molars

Section through first permanent premolars

Cross-section through dental casts obtained
from an Aboriginal displaying alternate
intercuspation with maximum interdigitation
on one side only- The casts have been

separated stightly for illustrative purposes'

I

Figure J-0.
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Age 9

AlternaÈe
intercuspation

Age lI
Centric

occlusion

Age 16

Alternate
intercuspation

Cross-sections through the first permanent
molar area of dental casts obtained from
an Aboriginal subject. The casts have been
separated slightly for illustrative purposes'

Figure 11.
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Age 9

Al-ternate
intercuspation

Age II
Alternate

intercuspation

Age 16

Alternate
intercuspation

Cross-sections through the first primary
molar or first permanent premolar area
of dental casts obtained from the same
Aboriginal subject as in Figure II. The
casts have been separated slightly for
illustrative purposes.

Figure 12
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mandible to produce a grinding shear action during food ccrmnínutj-on"

IIL¡is seems weli suited to shredding tough fibrous foocì (Lr¡rnsden and

Osborn Lg77). Similarly, alternate intercuspation can be observed in

marsupials such as kangaroos, wombats and koalas (Figure 15). This may

be an example of convergent evolution. Primates exhibit similar

occlusal patterns, a]lrl in the gorill-a and macaques' for instance'

alternate intercuspai-ion can be demonstrated, despite the presence of

interlocking canines (Figures L6,L7). In this type of maxillo-rnanCibular

relationship maximum tooth ccntact occurs o¡ ¡ight or left sices

alternatively, thus increasing lateral grinding movemellts which leads

to a more efficient masticatory pattern. This mandibular ¡novement pattern

may be made more efficient by gradual occlusal attrition which appears to

serve as a mil-ting-in procedure. Barrett (f969) drew attention to the

functional significance of tooth attrition in Aboriginals and suggested

that this perrnitted the occlusion to weat in. He concluded that this

gradual wear process was within the biologicat capacity of the

indivi.dual for most of his life and should therefore be seen as normal'

Furthermore, the sharp rim of enannel which surrounds the e>çosed dentine

can readily t-ea.r into food, functioning most effectively rvhen lateral

masticatory movements are used to produce shea-ring bet-vüeen opposing

enamel ríms (Lumsden and osborrr Lg77) ' It may be that the presence of

alÈernate intercu,spation and attrition such as is observed in groups

like Aboriginats may produce an efficient mastication, well sui+-ed to

shreddingt-hetoughfibrousfoodswhichformalargepartofihediet

of such PeoPle.
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(a)

(b)

Aboriginal skull and mandíble displaying
alternate intercusPation on

i"l right side and (b) left side'
Figure 13.
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Figure 14. Inferior view of the skull and mandible
of a cow ¡tos) demonstrating the
difference in upper and lower dental
arch breadths.
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Figure 15. Inferior view of the skul1 and mandible
of a koala (phascofarctus) demonstrating
the difference in upper and lower dental
arch breadths.
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(a)

(b)

Inferior views of the skull and mandible

of a gorilla (goril-La) demonstrating
(a) rátt and (b) right occlusal positions'

Figure 16.
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(a)

(b)

Inferior view of bhe skull and mandible

of a macaque (macaca) demonstrating
(a) left and (b) riqht occlusal positions'

Figure l7-
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Manir historic populations and some contemporary grou-os v¡hich stili

retain primitive dietary habiÈs disptay this tlpe of maxiilo-mandibular

occlusal relationship. For instance, Emslie (1952) drew attention to

the occlusal surfaces of "old English dentitions", and compared the

occlusion with that of herbivores. He noted similar features in the

dentition of present day Greenland Eskimos, and illustrated these

characteristics with photographs of a skull which displayed alternate

intercuspation. Emstie did not specifically refer to this condition,

although he mentioned the disproportionate breadth of mandible and

maxilla and drew atiention to similar features of primate dentitions.

Further evid,ence of the widespread occurrence of alternate intercuspation

can be obtained by observing collections of crania such as those held b'¡

the South Australian Muselun. Arongst the crania displaying this form of

occlusaL morphology are specimens from the Solomon Islands, New Hebrides'

New lreland, South Africa (zutu) and New Zealand (I¡taori) -

The comparative frequency with which this form of ctental- occlusion

is observed in crarria of historic populations and in a few contem.porary

groups, and the infrequency with which this condition is observed in

ncdern socj-eties, draws attention to evolutionary trends in dental

occlusion. Tnere certainly appears to be a tendency in rnodern groups

for the form oi- dental occlusion knor¡rn as alternaÈe intercuspation to be

replaced by a form of dental occlusion characterised by a centric

occlusion in which the cusps, fossae and marginal ridges of upper and,

l.ower teeth interdigitate according to current concepts of articulation.

Attention has been drawn to related aspects of the evolution of dentai

occlusion by such authcrs as Le Blanc and Black (19?3) who demonsirated

a greater reduction ir¡ the combined crown areas of the maxillary teeth
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than in the crcwn areas of the mandibul-ar teeth of skulls from the

Eastenì Mediterranea-n dating from 7000 B.C. to 1500 A.D. It was

suggesteo that the dissimilar reducÈions in the upper and lower teeth

may have been caused by a difference in selection pressures acÈing on

ttre rnandible a¡'¡d maxilla. Le Blanc and Bl-ack proposed ihat because

seiection pressures had been eased earlier in the maxilla than in the

ma¡dib1e, the upper jaw would tend to display evolutionary changes to

a greater extent. These factors may be important as e>q>lanations of

the changes in occlusel relationships referred, to previously.

Secular changes in head size and form have been reported by

Brown (L976) who den¡cnstrated a significant changre in some head

dimensions of Aboriginals du::ing the perioit 1930s to l-960s. SimiLar

trends \^7ere repcrted in üIestern Apaches and Skolt Lapps. In all groups

the facial index appeared to be increasing, facial height having lncreased

more than bizygornatic breadth, and Èhere appeared to be a Èrend tohtards

dolichocephaly. Of particul ar interest in the Aboriginal grcup j-s the

increase in bigonial breadth which was relatively greater than the

increase in bizygomatic breadth. In other words, the head shape in the

coronal plane is altering, the diarrcnd shape being replaced by a squarer

form. Whether these changes are associated with the evol-uÈionarry changes

in the relative size of the upper and l.ower dental arches remains to be

established, but this would appear to be an area which should be

investigated further.

The changing dietary patterns which often occur with the transiti-on

of populaticns from a primi+-ive food gathering existence to one in which

a variety of processed foods is availabl-e are associated wiÈh changes 5-n
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occlusal norphology. Attrition is a feature of such groups as

Australian Aboriginals, Kalahari Bushmen and Eskimos whose food.

demands heavy vigorous mastication. lllre pattern and extent cf Èooth

attrition usually changes quite drastically as these groups

progressively adopt westernized food habits. Hunt (1959) has

suggested that attrition is associated with alternate intercuspation.

He reasoned that the development of attrition permitted the "unlocking"

of the cusps and fossae of opposing teeth, thereby permitting prolonged

growth in the width of the maxilla. SÈudies of the growth of tire jaws

in the coro¡ial plane have not suggesteC ç'hich factors night be

responsible for the co-ordination of maxillary and mandibular grovrth.

Furthermore the suggestion that interlocking of upper and lower teeth

maintains +-he parity between maxillary and mandibular dental arch

breadths seems rather simplistic (Björk and Skieller L974, Tracy and

Savara 1966, Savara and, Tracy L96'¡) " Certai.nly the changes in dietary

hal'its are dramatic when a group such as Aboriginals changes from a

nomadic way of life to a more sheltereC settlement existence. The

secular changes in head form described by Brown (L976) occurred in one

generation. It therefore seems possibie that micro-evolutionary

changes in dental occiusion may also occur qu.ite guickly, anci that

changing diet may be one of the factors responsible fcr this.

Attritional. tooth wear is usually associate<l v¡ith alternate

intercuspation in producing a very effj-cient masticatory pattern

(Lumsden and Csborn 1977), and the significance cf cusps has been

guestioned by such writers as Campbeli (L946) a¡tl Poole (L976) -

These authors have suggested that cusps night fu¡¡ction to guide teeth

i-nto occlusion, and have no particular functio¡r thereafter. Although
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this view might see¡n to support H'¡ntrs hypothesis, such conclusions

should be drawn with some caution. Campbel.l and Poole were bc'th

conunenting on the masticatcry efficiency of dentiiions displaying

attrition. The fact ttrat nany such dentitions also display alternate

intercuspation certainly does not establish a cause and effect relation

between this form of occlusion and attrition.

It can be seen then, that alternate intercuspation is a form of

occlusal relationship oispiayed by herbivores, primates' and groups of

homo sapiens whose dietary requirements denand efficient mastication"

The pre'ralence of this form of occlusion has diminished in modern çtroups'

and this evolutionary trend may be associated with other evolutionary

changes in body anrl head size.

The importance of alternate intercuspation can be demonsirated by

indicating various irnplications of this form of dental occlusion- A

study of masticatory efficiency of subjects displaying al-terna+-e

intercuspa.tion ín association with various degrees of attrition m.ay

Iead to a re-appraisal of current clinical concepts of occlusion such as

centric occlusion and cusp forms for restorative dentistrlz. Research

into the irrheritance of this form of dental occlusion may shed light cn

the inheritance of other occlusal forms through the characterizaÈícn of

the determinants of arch form. Comparison of the prevalence of alternate

intercuspation in various groups both modern and those of earlier tilnes'

should reveal information about the evolution of hontinids, and further

define the taxonomic significance of dental arch form-

These important implications of research inio this tlpe of dental

occlusion suggest a number of future investigations. The next stage
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may well be to gather data on the dental arches of selected indi'¡iduals'

These data may be in the for¡n of Cartesian co-ordinaÈes assigned Èo

selected anthropomeiric and odontometric reference points' Analys:-s of

these co-ordinates would permit arch breadths and lengths in specified

regions, or areas, or shapes to be computed. ege changcs in size and'/or

shape could be ascertained using transformation of a qrid system as

suggested by D'Arcy Thompson (1961) and sneath (L967). A piiot study of

such shape comparisons is described in Appendix B'

Matirematicai expressions such as polynomials rnay be used to describe

the dental arches (Cheng Lg72l or a system of medial axis transformation

emptoyedtoredrrceacomplexshapelikeadentalarchtoasimplerform

(oxnard 1973). The use of co-ordinates as described above would permit

the arch form to be described nathematically as pollmorniaìs' or corric

sections, or ellipses (Figure 19) . Such e:<¡lressions may per:nit a moÏe

mearringful description of the arch, since irregularities in arch for¡n

causedbyindividualmalpiacedteethcouldbecompensatedfor

mathematically. Minor malalignment of teeth is probably the resuit of

local factors which are not prime determinant-s of basic arch shape

(Srnith, Kolakowsky and Bailit 1978).

Acomparisonofsíze,shape,anddiscrepanciesbetweer..upperand

Iower dental arches wiÈh respect to *Jrese parameters in sjjclings and

half-sibiings may provide some índicaticn of the mo'Je of inheritance of

arch form in general, anê alternate intercuspation in particular' such

comparisons mal¡ be made difficult by Èhe age changes in arch shape

which are suggested by the pilot study described in Appendix B'

conparisons of arch shapes in different subjects wiII be rnade nrcre
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complex blr the age changes in shape occurring in each indiviclual'

Despite these difficulties, attention shoulC be directed- to this area

of research.

studies of arch size and shape within families may provide

additional data about genêtic aspects of alternate intercuspation,

although it is possible that poll'genic inheritance will- be disclosed'

as has been reported for other ¡netric charactefs of the dentition

(Garn, Lewis, swindler and Kerewsky L967¡ Townsend 1976).

A prelininary study of the associations bet\^reen general bcdy buil¿

a¡¡d dental arch size has been reported by Lavelle (f976b) ' Prer''ious

studies har¡e drawn lttention to the relation between dental arch size,

skull size a¡td body build (Lavelle L97L¡ Schulze L973') ' Correlations

between upper and lower dental arch form and somaÈic body type,

characterized, for example, by the length and sturdiness factors

described by Lindegård (1953) could be studied in some detaii, and age

changes in each elucidated. Moreover, the examination of serÍal frontal

radiographs may provide useful data for correlative studies of dental

arch breadths. The genetic aspects'of these factors mighÈ be

investigated subseguently. Furthermore, if dental arch form couid be

expressed in a standard fashion and correlated with bocly type, these

techniques would be valua-ble for the s-uudy of fossil hominids represented

often by onlY skull and dentition.

Ttre findings of the present investigation indicate that alternate

intercuspation is a measurable character, although its precise

quantification remains elusive. Previous investigations have drawn
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attention to this form of occlusal relationship but there has been no

attempt to quantify it. Furthermore, little is known of the genetic,

envíronr¡.ental or growth determinants which might be involved.

This preliminary report has outlined the rnorphological and

functional significance of alternate intercuspatiorr, a characteristic

of dental occlusion that has received relatively litt1e aÈtention in

the past. Avenues for further investigation have been suggested

including improved metfroàs for quantifying the characÈer with a view

to future comparative and genetic studies.



CFIAPTER VII ST]MMARY AI{D

CONCLUSIOI.{S
Modern concepts of functional occlusion are based on the contact

relations betv¡een the maxillary and mandibular teeth. It is generally

believed -uhat maximum interdigitation of the teeth occurs

simultaneously on each side of the dental arches in a position often

described as cL'nÈric occlusion.

However, a different fo¡:m of dental occlusion has been frequently

observed in some ethnic groups. This type of maxillo-mandibular

reJ-ationship, called alternate intercuspation, is a normal form of

occlusal morphology and is characterized by interdigitation of the

teeth independently on the right or left sides of the dental arches, but

nct on both sides together. It is associated wittr disparity in breadth

of upper a¡¡d lower dentat arches, the mandible being relatively narro\^Ier

in relation to the maxilla than it is in dentitions drsplaying bilateral

intercuspation. During the past centuqf a few authors have drawn

attentÍon to this tlpe of dental occlusion in pre-contemporary and

modern populations in v¡hlch the characÈer is usually accompanied by

progressive tooth attrition and other evidence of vigorous masticatory

function.

The present study is the first to attempt to quantify alternate

intercuspation as a basis fcr investigating its determinants and

biological correlates. The parameters used to quar¡Èify the

incongruence of upPer and lower dental arches, namely the dicferences

between honologous upper and lower arch breadths, have identified this
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form cf occlusion with the Aboriginal male sampre partictrlarly. Although

the measuri-ng methods were useful for a prelinninarir sÈudy of alternate

intercuspation,aÍlcreprecisemetricdescriptionisrequiredfor

detailed studies. Furthernore, the formulation of non-metrj'c criteria

which could be used to identify the presence or absence of this form of

occlusion in particular subjects awaits more exÈensive investigaÈion'

Inordertoquantifyalternateiniercuspation,dentalarchbreadths

were measured between homologous points in Èhe maxillary and mand'ibular

dental arches. These measurements were made for Aboriginal males and

females and Caucasoid males and females' If occlusal contacts

conformed to generally accepted concepts of centric occlusion' the

differencebetweenhomologousupperandlowerarchbreadthswould'be

e:çected to be zexo-

1ll¡e main findings of this investigation were as follows:

In both Aboriginals and caucasoids, the dental arch breadths were

greater in males than females'

lrhis sexual dirorphism in dental arch breadths tended to be more

marke.dint}remaxillainAboriginals,whereasintheCaucasoids

the dinprphism was similar in each arch'

lÍhe sexual dimorphism in dental arch bread.ths was rnore Pronoì'lrrced

in the Caucasoids, as was the variability in this character'

The Aboriginal males displayed the broadest dental arches'

followedbyCaucasoidmalesandAboriginalfemales.Ca¡:casoid

femalesexhibitedthenarrowestarchesrelativetoÈheother

I

2

3

4

groups.
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5. l{axillary dental arch breadÈhs in the Aboriginal males tend'ed to be

larger on the average than homologous mandibula.r arch breadths-

This trend was mosÈ obvious in this group, and thus alternate

intercuspation seerns to be particularly associated with the

Àboriginal r¡,ales.

6. The region of greatest discrepancy betvreen homologous upper and

lower dental arch breadths was Lhe secorrd premolar region of

Aboriginal males.

7. AII groups demonstrated the same ranking accordíng to discrepancies

between homologous breadths of upper and lower dental arches.

Ttris varied from a cross-bite tendency in the molar regions to a

tendency towards scissors-bite in premolar a¡d canine regì6¡5-

lltris stuCy has identified alternaÈe intercuspation as a particular

feature of the dentition of some Abcriginal males and has drav¡n attention

to the second premolar reEion as the site of particular discrepancy

between homol-ogous uPper and lower arch breadths. Future investigations

including genètic, comparative and growth studies have been suggested'

Furthermore, improved methods for quantifying the character have been

outlined.

Alternate intercuspation is a characteristic of funct-ional dental

occlusion that has received relativel]' little a+-tention in the past'

lltris study is the first attempt to quantify ihe character as a basis for

invesÈigating its cleterrninants and biological correlates.



APPEI.{DIX A

DEhJ.TAL CRITER.IA FOR GROUPING

SUBJECTS IhI DENTGRO PROJECT

The grcuping method is based on stages of dental development as

indicated by the n'.¡mber and tlpe of emerged teeth and the state of

exfoliation of the deciduous teeth. A Èooth is considered Ëo have

emerged when any portion of the cro\^In' however smatl, has penetrated'

the gingiva and is visible.

Code Dental GtouP Stase of Dental- DeveToPment

t0

I1

T2

2L

3I

32

Infant i

InfanÈ 2

Infant 3

Infant 4

EarJ-y ,IuveníIe I

Early JuveníIe 2

33 Early Juvenile 3

Late Juvenile 1

42 LaÈe Juver¡i1e 2

51 Adolescenr-

6I Young Adult I

7L Young Ailult 2

81 Mature Adult

llhe period prior to the emergence of the
first deciduous tooth
Begins with r-he emergence of the first
deciduous tcoth
tsegins with the emergence of the first of
t-he deciduous second rnolars

Begíns with the emergence cf the las-u
deciduous tooth
Begins with the emergence cf the first
permanent tooth
Begins with the emergence of the fírst of
the permanent maxillary central incisors

Begins with the emergence of the first of
the maxillary lateral incisors

Begins with the exfoliation of a deciduous
canine or molar

Begins with Èhe emergence of the first of
the maxillarY second Premolars

Begins with the exfoliation of the last of
the deciduous teeth
Begins with the emergence of the first of
the third molars

Begins with the emergence of the lasÈ of
the third rnolars

Begins with attainment of approxinately 30

years of age

Begins with atbainment of approximately 50
years of age

4T

91 Aged



APPEI{DIX B

A PRELIMII\AR.Y STUDY OF

COMPARISCI{S OF DEI{TAL ARCH SHAPES

INTRODUCTIOI'l

Morphologists have generally described organisms in terms of

size or shape, síze being more frequently used because it can

be expressed readily in quantitative terms. ¡Lany taxonomic

classificatÍor¡s are based on criteria of shape or shape differences'

but because shape is difficult to quantify, subjeciive assessment

has tended to be the usual method for comparisons of this type-

However, sh.ape ccmparisons can be based on more objective criteria

and some workers have described geometric and mathematical procedures

for descriJring and comparing shapes.

The artist, Àlbrecht D'r¡rer is often credited with having

introduced the proportional or mesh technique. Certainiy his graphic

illustrations and adaptation of coordinates to denronsÈrate variations

in facial featu-res (Figure 19) served to popularize the technique.

Leonardo da Vinci, a master in the art of perspective advocated a

símilar method in studies of both Ìruman and comparative anatory

(McNuIty 1968),

DrArcy Thompson (1961) drew aÈtention to biological organisms

and tissues v¡Ìrich ccnform to precise geopetric forms and which could

be e:çressed mathematically. He considered two-dimensional

diagrammatic representations of different organisms and derived

procedures for conparing these. Ihese comparisons h¡ere based on
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- Drawing by Albrecht Dürer demonstrating how
a difference in facial type means only a
difference jn scale when the artist employs
the netv¡ork or mesh technique.

- Drawing by Albrecht Dürer demonstrating three
types of facial profile,' straight, convex
and concave-

Figure 19. Examples of Dürer's mesh technique used
to describe facial PrcPortions.
(From McNulÈY 1968)
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his well known "transformation grids". By these procedures shape

cornparisons are defined in terms of the geometric relationshíps

between homologous features of the two diagrams. The reference

features on one figure are placed in a net of rectangular equidistant

coordinates and the grid is deformed to place the homologous Points

on the comparative figure ín the same position on the grid (Figrure 20).

A measure of deformation or transformation of the grid to achieve a

"matching-up" of homologous points gives an estimate of the shape

sinilarity. An alternative method, mainly developed by Huxley (1932)

and known as allometry, defines shape in terms of relationships among

a set of J-engths of body segnents. Huxtey's ideas \^tere often applied

to relationships observed in growing j-nclividuals whereas Thompson's

concepts found application in the comparíson of different species.

Sneath (L967) applied the ideas of Thompson to develop methods for

analyzing trend surfaces. He recognised that in order to compare shapes

effectively, account must be taken of differences in overall size.

using Èhis technique, two shapes can be compared objec+-ively by

superilçosing each so that the centres of gravity coincide. In this

procedure, the shapes are brought to the same size by erçressing the

distances of points frorn their respective centres of gravity in terms

of standard deviatíon units. The shapes can then be bricught into

¡naximum congruence by a process of translation and rotation so that the

sum of sguares be[ween seÈs of homologous points is ninimised. It

follows that if any tvJo diagrams have the identical shape, they can be

superimposed precisely. Sneath derived a value % "" 
the root mean

square distance between homologous points at the best fit between +-he

trvo di.agrams. This value provides a quantitative assessment of the

I
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@) (b) (c)
Fig. 176, Human scapulae (after Dwight). (¿) Caucasian; (å) Negroi

(c) North Amcrican Indian (frorn Kentucky Mountains).

d

c

ol 234
Fig. 177. Human skull.

Fig, 178. Co-ordinates of chimpanzee's sk¡-rll, as a projection of
the Cartesian co-ordinates of Fig. i77.

!ig. tZS. Skull ofchimpanzee, Fig. 180. Skull of 'oaboou,

Figrure 20. Examples of transformaticn grids.
(From Thompson 196I)
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overall shape similarity of the diagrarns, but differs from the value

d, given by authors such as Penrose (1954) in that Èhre latter is a

coefficient of shape plus size although it can be partitioned into

shape and size components-

Goldstein and Johnston (f978) used Sneath's method of shape

comparison in comparing the body shape of a child at ages t, and trr

and denoted the shape difference as Dzrrr' For a growing child the

quantity Dtirt2 was a measure of a change in shape beÈween the ages

t, and trr ancl they defined a shape velocity as DEt-'r/tZ-tt' Goldstein

and Johnston also used a transfonnation grid of the tlpe described by

D'Arcy fhompson, to compare body outline at different ages (Figr:re 21) '

As an extension of their method they fitted polynomial equations to

the x and y values of the reference points at each age to achieve the

transformation. They found that higher order ¡nlynomials permitted a

nore accurate preciction of shape through the development of a n'ore

precise transformation grid.

Taylor(1971)developedmathematicaliechniquestocomparetwo

plarre shapes which are not definable by explicit mathematical functions'

He compared the sagittal shapes of a mandible at various stages of

growth by assigning coordínate values to regularly spaced points

around the outlirres and using Veronese transfonnation techniques &Lo

assess the si¡pi-tarity of the shapes (l'igures 22, 23) '

O:srard (f973) recognised thai one of the main problems associated

wíth characterizing form is that many methods rely upon the definiticn

of special poinÈs. tie proposed an alternative system of mediat axis

transformation which ,Jefi¡res a two dimensional form by nreans of a
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Figure l. Shape outline of a 3! year-old gir!
taken from a standardized photograph.

Figure 2. Shape diagrams of a girl aged 3.5
years (continu<lus) anci i9.0 years (dashed) after
standardizlng lor size and orientation, Super'!m-
position is based upon the respective cent!'crids.

Figr:re 21. Shape diagrams used by Goldstein
arid Johnston (1978) .
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Figure 22. Radiographic outline of a mandible at ages
13.6 and 15.6 years.
(From Taylor 1971)
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mediat axis that is obtai¡red as if the shape had been allowed to

collapse into itself in a series of steps with a constant velocity in

a direction norrnal to its boundary at every point (Figure 24). fhis

mathematical reduction is achieved without defining any special points

aror:nd the ouÈline, although objective orientation points or points

of biologícal inportance may be incorporated. Oxnard suggesteC that

this technique could be applied to three dimensional figures but drew

attenÈion to the computing difficulties of this exercise. The

appli.cations of Oxnardrs technique remain to be appraised.

Dental arches have been mathematically described by Cheng (1972)

who used polynomial expressions to describe arch form (Figure 18).

Exanining photographs of dental casts obtained in a standard fashion,

he assigrned Cariesian coordinate values to selected reference points

and used these quantities to derive appropriate mathematical

e:çressions of dental arch form. Cheng found that thir.i or fourth

order polynomials could adequately describe arch outlilre in many

instances,- althcugh higher crder expressions were more appropriate in

some cases. Interestingly, Goldstein and Johnston fou¡rd that a Èhird

order polirnorn-ial was an aPpropriate expression of body shape.

Iwa.bayashí (L977) has also discussed fitting various

mathematical curves to dental arches. He suggested that the hest fit

was o tained with the fourth order poilmomial equation, although the

conic section and elliptic curves rrrere suitable in'some instances-

llhe catenary curve was the least appropriate. Iwabayashi concluded

that in viewing the form of the denÈal arch in normal occlusion fitteci

by fourth degree polynomial equation, the upper arch had a parabolic

tenderrcy, while the lower arch tended to be sguare-
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Fis. 24. The process of production of the medial axis
transformaticn demonstrating the intermediate
steps that might be used in its manual production.
Ithe procedure is, of course, carried out
computationally.
(From O:orard L973)
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Lavel1e (1978) eompared dental arches fro¡n differenÈ ethnic groups

using datum points defj¡red by tooth centres, contact points and buccal

and lingual crown convexities. Muttivariate analysis was used to

summarize the data and identífy t-he separation between the groups'

The advantage of using both odontometric and a:rtt¡ropometric points is

that populatíons can be compared usi:rg a variety of parameters'

A nurriber of authors have addressed the problem of comparing dental

arch form objectively but an effective method has yet to be devised'

such a mei*roct may be appropriate to the preseni stud,y of relative shape

of the upper and lower dental arches, or alternaÈe intercuspation.

MATERIAÍ,S AND I'ÎËTHODS

To assess the potential value of methods for quantifying shape

similarity, the ùechnique of Sneattr (L967) was applied to a

Iongitudinal serj.es of dental casEs from a male Aboriginal subject

from yuendurnu, central Australia. llhe background to Yuendumu and the

method of obtaining the casts are described in chapter 3.

The dental casts ïepresenting the dentition at ages 6.2 years,

7.6 years, 9.2 years, IO-9 years, L2-C years, 13'0 years' L4'0 years'

14.9 years, i6.O years, 17-0 years and I8'O years hrere photographed

in a standard fashion, following the method of cheng $972). Prior to

photography, the casts were aligned so that the occlusal planes were

parallel with, and at a startclard distar¡ce from the filrn plane of the

camera. î¡ney were also -oositioned centrally in retation to the optical

axis of the carnera lens. Tfhe occlusal plane of the maxillary cast was
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defined by the depttrs of the central fossae of the first molars and

the lingual fossae of ifie central incisors, while the lower occlusal

plane was defined by the distobuccal cusp tips of the first rnolars

and incisal edges of the central incisors.

lltre photographic apparatus is sho-wn in Figrure 25. It consisted

of a rigid framervork supporting a machined mild steel reference base

and a vertical extensj-on with camera stage on which a 6 cm by 6 cm

single lens reflex camerar r"= attached in a fixed position.

Illunination was provided by two photographic lanps situated adjacent

to the framework.

Tfhe base of the photographic apparatus was levelled with the aid

of a spirit levei and thus became the reference plane'

T\r¡o laboratory jacks which incorporated a horizon+-al base anC

platfornr were placed on the base of the photographic apparatus and the

levels of the platforms checked to ensure thaÉ each vtas horizcntal" Bl¡

turning the screw n.echanism of each jack the height of the -clatfcrm

could be adjusted while the platform remained horizontal (Figure 26')

Each d.entar ca-st was attache¿ to a cast surveyor model clt*p2. using

a special. level.ling device, the 1evel of the occlusal plane of each

cast, defined as clescribed previously, was adjusted to be parallel Eo

the reference plane of the photographic apparatus' The special

levelling tripod consisted of two metal ¡nints, conrrected by a screw

mechar¡ism whicþ permitted the distance between the poin+-s to be varied

HasseLblad 500C with 720 nm f5 -6 Zeiss S planar -lens'

New þIanufactuting Compang, Hattford, Connectíctzt'

t
2
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Figure 25. The photographic apparatus.
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Figure 26. The height adjustment apparatus.
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and an extension which formed the third leg of +'he tripod. A spiri-t

level $ras incorporated inÈo this device (see Figure 2i).

corresponding upper and lorver dental casts attached to nrodel

clamps were then placed on the platforms sited on the photographic

stand and adjusted by means of the universal joints so that the

occlusal planes were level (Figure 26).

A perspex frame (Figure 26) was placed on the reference base.

lttris fitted closely around the laboratory jacks and served to lccate

the two jacks in a constant relaiion. The top surface of the frame

was made level and. a central strut conÈained a millimetre rule which

had been recessed into the perspex so that the gradations on Èhe ruie

were in t]-¡e sa¡ne plane as the top of the perspex frame. The adjustable

height mechanism permitted the dental casEs to be raísed so that the

occlusal planes were level with this plane. A further perspex bar

could be placed across the top surface of the perspex frame to ensure

ttrat each occlusal plane was at the ievei determined by the peLspex

frame.

using Èhis apparatus it was possible to photograph corres¡rcnding

upper and. Iower casts on the one frame in a standard fashion. The

millimetre rule pro'rided reference scale points rvhích could be used in the

event that absolute coordinaÈe values lfere required. The film used was

Kodak EPR I2O. A photograph of the dental casts and reference scale is

presented in Fj-gure 28.

The film vras processed according to the rn-anufacturerr s

specifications. The strip of processed film was tåen mounted in a
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Figure 27. The levelling triPod-
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Figure 28. Occlusal view of dental casts
and reference scale-
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prcjector forming parÈ of a record reader syste*l (Figure 29). Imeges

of the picÈures were projected on the screen for recorclirrg reference

points. The nillimetre rule on the perspex frame was recorded in the

photographs, and the presence of this scal-e pennitted measurements

made on the screen to be converted to mil-fimetres. A sheet of tracing

film was placed on the screen and held in place with adhesive tape'

The positions of the reference points, which were descrj-bed in Chapter 3

were recorded on the tracing film with a sharp pencil. Using the

millinetre rule irnage, the positions of points I00 mm apart v¡ere also

recorded. Tlnis procedure was rePeated for the dental casts

representing the dentition at each age included in the str:dy.

, In order to assign cartesiar¡ coordinate '¡alues to the various

reference points the sheets of tracing film with reference points

marked \^/ere placed on an itluminated viewing screen to which had been

attached a sheet of decimal graph paper with scales record,ed on the

abscissa and ordineÈe axes. By placing the tracing fj.lm o-v-er this

reference grid, coordinate values could be assignec directly tc each

reference point. For an extensive series of castsr autonatic

digitizing mettrods would be used but for Èhis smail series, manuaì-

digitiz-i-ng $¡as carried out-

lfhe shapes of the d.ental arches at each age v7ere compared accord'inq

to the method of Sneath (1967) and the following steps were carried out

by computer.

.1 superimposition of the coordinate sets on the centres of gravity'

L o""u, E/DLF Strip chari and FiTm Digitizìng sgsxem, computer
Industries I¡2c. , Graphics sgstems Division, van /vugs, caJ-irornia.
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Figure 29. Oscar strip chart recorder.
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.2 Coordinates were e:çressed as deviations frorn the centre of

gravity and adjusted to standardized form.

.3 Transformation of the second set of coordinates by rotation to

minimize the squared sum of the differences between hornologous

points. The value { could then be calculated"

In corçaring shapes using the Sneath method, it is essential +-hat

the same nrsiber of reference points is used for each record- In

assessing the similarity of dental arch forms at various ages frorn

6 to 18 years, the eruption of the second permanent molars at abou'u

12 years of age introduces a differing number of reference points

before and after this event. To overcome this problem +-he arch forms

at all ages were com¡:ared using reference points otr the central

incisors and eanj-nes, the first and second premolars or deciduous

molars, and the first perrnanent molars. That is, nine reference

points were used. A further comparison of arch shapes at ages

13 to 18 was rnade using Èhese reference points and, also the points on

the secorrd permanent molars. Eleven reference points were used in

these comparisons. The maxillary arch shape at each age vfas cornpared

with the final arch shape (i8.0 years). These comparisons were

repeated fcr the mandibular arch, and, in addition, the shape of the

maxillary arch was compared with the shape of the manrJibular arch at

each age.

ERBO1ìS OF THE METÉIODS

f-n developingi the methodology alreacly described., particular

attention has been directed to possible errors of paralax or errors

due to catnera misalignmen+-. To detect such errors which might be
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introduce,J using the photographic technique, measurements of arch

breadths vtere made directly on the casts an<i also from the screen,

and these measurements were compared. The breadths measured were the

same as the measured variables described in Chapter 3. These

measurements were made using a vernier caliper with a resolution of

.OI nrn. The values obtained from the casts were comPared with the

measure[rents from the screen, corrected for magnification using the

reference scale. These comparisons were made on a paireC-corcparison

basis by calculating the mean of the differences (t diff), the standard

deviation of the differences (s diff) and the error of the mean

differences (E* diff), as described in Chapter 4. The probability

that a mean difference differed significantly frorn zero was tested

using Student's t-test, calculated according to the equation:

I difr
- ER diff

Ttris vaiue was found to be non-significarrt indicating that no

significant error was introduced to metric val.ues in tire photcgraphi.c

nethod descri.Jced.

RESULTS

Measures of distan"", % between the initiai maxillary dental

arch shape (6.2 years) and maxillary arch shapes at later ages are

presented in Tabl-e 13. l,tandibular dental arch shapes at these sanne

ages are compared with the i¡:ltia] mandibular arch shape in this

table a1so. fhese values are pïesented graphically in Figure 30(A).
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ÎABLE 13

COMPARÍSON OF INITIAL DENTAL ARCH SHAPE (6.2 YEARS) WrrU
DENTAI, ARCH SHAPE AT VARIOUS AGES

(9 reference points)

Age (gears)

7.6

9.2

10.9

t2.o

13.0

14.O

14.9

16. O

17.O

18. O

DISTANCE

MaxiTTa

.0704

.o477

.0730

.o887

.0948

.0821

.0984

.1052

.L329

.LT26

d. VALUESh
Mandible

.0806

.0849

.0825

.2226

. r686

.1065

.o977

.1092

.1119

.]-225
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Irlith age the shape of the maxillary dental arch becomes Progressively

more divergent from the initial shape. Íhere is no ready elçIanation

for the marked trend toward the initial shape at ages 9.2 years and

14.0 years, nor for the sharp increase in dnvalue aE L7.0 years. None

of ttrese ages is related to inportant events in tJ:e eruption sequence

of this subjecÈ's dentition. A sirnilar trend is evident in the

progressive changes in the mandibular arch shape. A marked divergence

from the irritial shape is denpnstrated at 13,0 years' The mandibular

dentition of this subject is undergoing considerable change during this

period wíth the eruption of the permanent second molars anci the

exfoliation of the lower right second primary molar and the emergence

of its permanent successor. Although the second molars did not provicle

reference points for this comparison' the results indicate *-hat the

time at which these teeth emerge may be one in which arch shape is

changing rap j-clly.

Iqeasures of distance, fu, between the fi:ral maxillary arch shape

(18.0 years) and maxillary arch shapes at earlier ages are presented in

Table 14. standibular dental arch shapes aÈ these ages are compared

with the final shape of the lower dental arch in +-his table also.

These comparisons drd not include reference points on the lower second

molars. Figure 30 (B) portrays these values in graphic form. The

shape of the maxillary dental arch progressively approaches tha final

shape between 6.2 and i7.0 years of age. llarked departures from this

steady progression are seen at I3.0, 16.0 and 17.0 years, however

none of these changes can be readily rel-aÈed to eruption of particular-

teeth. fhe rnandibular arch on the other hand, was not cbserved io

steadily approach the final shape; rather marked divergences from

final shape being demonstrated at 7.6 and 12.0-13.0 years. At 7.6 years

the subjectrs permanent lovrer j-ncisors were erupting' while the
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TABLE L4

CÐMPARISON OF FINAL DENTAL ARCH SHAPE ( 18.0 YEAR9) Wrrn
DEI,ITAL ARCÍI SHAPE AT VARIOUS AGES

(9 reference Points)

Age (geats)

6.2

7.6

9.2

10.9

L2.O

r3.0

L4.O

t4.9

16. O

]-7.o

DISTANCE - d

MaxiTTa

.L126

. 1063

.0942

.0766

.0825

.o4r4

.0587

.0519

.0258

.0605

VAI,UES

MandíbLe

.L225

.L577

.1104

.o888

.1812

.1306

.0389

.0407

.0314

.0250

h
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dentition aE :.2-O-I3.0 years of age displayed the eruption of the

lower second premolars and molars. These events may be relaÈed to

the rapid changes in shape observed in these periods'

The shape of maxillary and mandibular dental arches at each age

are compared usj¡g { values in Table 15. The changes in congruence

of upper and lower dental arch shapes with age are sumrnarised

graphicallyinFigure3o(c).Ttreupperandlov¡erarchesdisplayed

tJle greatest difference in shape at agres 7.6 years and 12.0 - 13.0 years'

These ages corresponded with the eruption of the mandibular lower

incisors, and lolver sêCC,rid premolars and molars respectiveiy.

Further shape comparisons were carried out usíng reference points

which inctuded those on the second perntanent rnolars. It was only

possible to compare ages 13.0 years to 18.0 years using thesc data.

Distance values, dn of arch shape at various ages from the fínat

arch shape in maxilla and mandible at rrarious ages are presented

in Table 16, and iilustrated graphically in Figure 3t(A).

Comparisons cf rnaxitlary and mandibular arch shapes using atl

reference points, at each of these ages are presented in Tab1e 17

and Figure 31 (B) . The ccrnparisons of dental arch shapes with the

final- shape using afl reference points discl-cse similar trends to

those arising from arch shape comparisons which excluded coordinate

values for second molar teeth. It appears therefore thaÈ the

exclusion of the coordinate values of the second n'olars does not

detract greatly from these initial couparisons cf dental arch shape.

A simiiar pattern of congruence of upper and lower dental arch

shapes is revealed whether coordìnate values of second molars are

included or not.
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TABLE 15

COMPARTSON OF MAXILLARY AND MANDIBULAR DENTAL ARCH

SITAPES AT VARTOUS AGES

(9 reference points)

Age (gears) Distance - d- Yalues
h

.1112

.1723

.1060

.0919

.1857

.1535

.0613

.0850

.I-037

.0710

.0630

6.2

7.6

9.2

10.9

12 .0

13. O

14. O

t4.9

16.0

17. o

18.0

's



TABLE 16

COMPARTSON OF FINAL DENTAL ?\RCH SHAPE l-8.0 YEARS) V[rrH

DENTAT ARCTI{ SHAPES AT VARIOUS AGES

(1I reference Points)

DISTANCE dh VALUES

MaxilTa MandibleAge (gears)

13.0

14 .0

L4.9

16.0

17.0

.0512

.0547

.0630

.o2L9

.0503

.1090

.o49L

.o394

.0316

.0226

')
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TABLE I7

COMPARTSON OF I"IAXILLARY AND I4ANDTB'I]LAR DENTAL ARCH SHAPES

AT VARIOUS AGES

(I1 reference Points)

Age (gears)

13. O

14. O

L4.9

16. O

17. O

r8.0

Distance - dn

.1250

.0675

.o792

. o804

.1003

.0677

values
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DISCUSSION

lltre purpose of this pilot study of comparisons of dental arch

shapes has been to evaluate the suita-biiity of this method for further

comparative studies and in particular to delineate probtems associated

with the system.

1rhe methcd permits the comparison of upper and lower dental arcir

shapes aÈ the one age. Because +-hese shapes are defined by homologous

¡nints on each arch, these comparisons provide a further method of

describi¡tg and quantifying alternate intercuspation. Ttre method of

Sneath which has been used in this study standardises the sizes of

ttre shapes being compared, and in fact this may tend to mask part of

alternate irÈercuspation which appears to be a discrepancy in size

as weII as shape. Future comparisons of upper and lower arches at

the same age may be carried out without compensation for size

differences.

It appears that the inclusion of data relating to the second'

nolars is not essentiai for a meaningful comparison oi age changes

in dental arch shape. Tleis is a useful finding because the shape

comparison method requires the saine number of reference points on

each figure, and subjects c'f different ages display a differing

nr¡nber of teeth. It therefore seems reasonable to suggest thaL

future longitudinal studies of dental arch shape might exclude values

for second rplars since these teeth are not present at early ages'

and do not appear to greatly influence shape comparisons.
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lfne precise biological impJ-ications of the dn value remain to

be elucidated. Tt¡is statistic certainly provides a quanti-tative

assessmenÈ of si¡nilarity between shapes.. but in the sarne way that

it is difficutt to precisely interpret C values representing

distances between populations (Penrose 1954). The biological

meaning 
"f 

dh is not always obvicus. Despite thj.s limitation, this

statistic should be applied to further shape compa-risons in ord.er

to permit further evaluation.

CONCLUSIOI\IS

ftre main purpose of the study r¡¡as to assess the potential meriÈ

of the methods used to compare different shapes. Íherefore' no

bíological conclusions have been attempte,Jrparticularllz as the test

data were limited to one subject only.

Íhis pilot study has illustrated the application of a method of

shape comparison to the field of oro-facial growth and dental

occlusion. The method appears to be particularly indicated for

longitudinal studies and further investigaÈions :rnay take cognisance

of size as wel-l as shape cor-nparisons.
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